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ABSTRACT
About a decade ago, speech training In the Junior high 
school was definitely in its infancy. No course of study had 
been prepared; no text books had been published; and nothing 
had been written pertaining to the teaching of speech on the 
Junior high school level.
Oddly enough, the situation today is practically the same 
as it was then, dust four text books have been written within 
the past ten years. And, only one formal course of study has 
been prepared.
Because of this dearth of information pertaining to junior 
high school speech methods and materials, the author ha© under­
taken to make a thorough study of the physiological and 
psychological characteristics of the Junior high sohool child; 
and, on the basis of these findings, to organise a detailed 
course of study for the training of the pupil*s speech skills.
In connection with this study, a thorough investigation 
was made of statistical evidence, professional opinions and 
textbooks in the field of psychology and education, In order 
to determine the physiological and psychological characteristics 
of the Junior high school pupil. From these data, conclusions 
were drawn relative to the child1 s Interests and abilities. 
Finally, a detailed course of study was formulated to fit the 
child1s needs.
In studying the characteristic® of the Junior high school 
child, the following observations were made:
vl
v i i
2*
a* Tim average Junior high school pupil has a period 
of accelerated growth just before sexual maturation 
(i.e., puberty) • The growth spurt occurs approximate 
ly between the ague of 12 and 134 in girl a* and X3| 
and 15 in boy®, 
b* When fee pupil passes from the prepubertal to the 
poetpubertal stage of development, the male testes 
and female ovaries begin to secrete hormones which 
have to do with reproduction; a marked development 
takes place in the girl1© hips and mammae; the 
boy1 $ beard begins to grow, and his voice undergoes 
a change*
a* the average Junior hiish school pupil9 & Intellectual 
level is lower than that of the average senior high 
school pupil*
b* *1110 Junior high school pupil1® feelings of anxiety' 
and awkwardness may b# caused by such things as 
sudden growth in height; downy beard; sudden enlarge­
ment of genitals; menstrual periods (In girls) and 
voice changes (in boys)*
©* The seventh grad© pupil likes make-believe games and 
guessing games; topic® dealing with adventure and 
animals; stories dealing with home and school life, 
d* the eighth grade pupil is interested in topic® 
dealing with current events, famous people; tales 
of adventure and animal stories; customs, manners 
and etiquette*
vili
e# The ninth grade girl particularly Interested in 
reading hooks (pertaining to travel* adventure, and 
romance), going to movie a* and social dancing; the 
hoy of this age particularly likes competitive sports, 
travel, end adventure stories#
Considering all at these data in the light of the Junior 
high school child’a educational needs, it Is concluded that 
the pupil should haves
1# Ample facilities for the exploration of his interest® 
and abilities#
2# A mat tire and well-balanced teacher
a# Who can guide him without overt restriction# 
b# Who has a bachelor’s degree in the principal 
subject to be taught; training in adolescent 
psychology; also, educational courses dealing 
particularly with Junior high school problems.
3# A course of study so designed as to aid him in 
making necessary social and school adjustments#
Although in many respects every course in th® junior 
hi#i school curriculum can play its part in developing the 
Individual child, training in speech is of particular value 
In this respect since the speech units ana the methods and 
materials used can be designed especially to develop the child1 a 
speech skills and to fit his social needs.
For example, the average eighth grade pupil is especially 
interested In social manners and etiquette. To aid In satis* 
tying this interest, a speech project in the form of a social 
tea m y  be planned# In preparation for this social event.
I x
the child may he taught tow to introduce people* and tow to 
start conversations and keep the© from lagging.
It should be kept in ©Ind that a speech course can be 
organised for any age level* But since It 1 e at the Junior 
high school age that the ciiild is experiencing the problems 
of 9growing up1*, It seem© feasible at this time to place- 
special emphasis on the development of mpmPb skills so a* 
to aid the pupil in making his social adjustments, therefore* 
it Is with these factors in mind that the following sugges­
tions are made* relative to the formulating of & junior high 
school speech course*
Because the seventh grade pupil is beginning to substitute 
his childhood interests for new adult interests* it is suggested 
that he flajst have a semester*© ‘broadening and finding course41 
to help him determine his capacities and abilities and adjust 
himself to his new problems of ngrowing up*w
During the first part of the course* training may be 
given in bodily freedom In order to eliminate any feelings of 
embarrassment or awkwardness* and to help him in developing 
poise and self-confidence* fo satisfy his interest in group 
gases, units In choral reading and creative dramatics may be 
given*
In the eighth grade* a child is beginning to feel even 
more Hgrown up1 than he. did la the seventh grade, and his 
speech course may be somewh&f more formalised* The goal may 
well be to train the Individual to speak effectively In the 
classroom, in social situations* and before an audience* Dur­
ing the first semester* such units as visible Action. Voice,
3ft&*,a3L m s b i x .seiifog &ad is M i s m M M m  m"-y ^
given, while during the aeoond Besester— becauFte the ehlld's 
special interest is current events— atr»$n may be driven to 
such unite as Meousaione. ?»rXismn%ary &E3gS&^«> and- XiMIS 
S?SS52SE»
By the time a pup'll reaches the ninth grade, he is 
becoming more and more interested In tlxs opposite sex; there­
fore, such units or projects as .GgflUB Acting, ntamemf.%. 2 m -  
^21 £iaza> and Three-i^o_t Play,a may be used, no as to give 
the child opportunities for working cooperatively v d th  both 
boys and girls.
The dissertation contains the detailed course of study*
xmsaowmoi*
About a decade ago, speech teaching in the Junior high 
school was definitely in its Infancy* Ho courses of study had 
bean prepared; no text books had been published; and no tiling 
had been written pertaining to the teaching of speech on the 
Junior high school level*
Oddly enough* the situation today la practically the 
same as It was then* Just four text boohs have been written 
within the past ten years, and only one formal course of 
study has been prepared, a ® far as junior high speech methods 
are concerned, very little has been written on the subject*
A survey of speech literature gives evidence of these 
statements* After a thorough study of the grader* e Quids*
writer found, that the only materials available at the' present 
time are the followings
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Even though there is this scarcity of Junior high school 
tarials In the field of speech, no such dearth is found in 
the field of psychology. For psychologists have studied the 
ehild of Junior high school age In great detail, and have 
written voluminously about his problems as an adolescent.
3Beeaue© there is such a great amount of information on 
this subject in the field of psychology, which should be of 
interest to epeeoh teachers, and such a dearth of material in 
the field of speech, it seems evident that the speech problems 
of the Junior high school pupil should receive special coa- 
el deration by teachers of speech* A thorough etu&y should be 
made of the physiological and psychological characteristics 
of the Junior high school pupil, and the findings applied to 
the problem of determining the educational materials and 
techniques that can be used profitably in developing speech 
skills during the Junior high school period*
But, before proceeding further, perhaps an explanation 
should be made for the author* s particular interact in this 
matter of Junior high school speech methods and materials*
The •germ* for this study was acquired some ten years ago, 
when the writer (who had Just become-head of the speech depart­
ment of the Hoosevelt Junior High School in Oklahoma City) 
was confronted with the situation described at the first of 
this discussion,— no Junior high text books; no courses of 
study; no guides for speech teaching t Because of this lack 
of materials, the following four years were spent in planning 
courses and trying out various methods, while the atithor trlis ‘ 
teaching Junior high school speech classes*
Since that time the writer*• interests in Junior high 
school speech have continued to develop* Because there seem­
ingly is still a definite need in the speech literature for 
information pertaining to junior high speech methods, the present 
study has been undertaken*
4P r o b le m s
fa study the Junior high school pupil from the stand­
point af physiology and psychology, In order to deter­
mine his speech needs* and to discover the moat 
effective method© available for the development of 
hie speech shills,
&j^hground Materials
In order to gather background material for the 
present study, the author visited the.Oklahoma City 
school system, December 16-19, 1941, and had personal 
interviews with the Junior high school speech teachers, 
Junior high school principals, the directors of 
elementary and secondary education and the superinten­
dent of schools, During the interviews these 
questions were asked$
1, Do you think that the characteristics of 
junior high pupils are such as to require 
special methods for the teaching in junior 
hi^i speech courses?
8* Do Junior high teachers need special quali­
fications for the teaching of Junior high: speech 
courseat
3, Do you think there is a special problem
caused by 1 mixed group*1 in junior high speech 
classes? (By.^mixed group* is meant a class 
which is made up of pupils, some of whom have 
reached adolescence, and some of whom have 
not,)
51 In response to to© survey, 18 out of to© 20 people Inter­
viewed, expressed to® opinion that the characteristics of 
Junior high school pupil® are such as to require special 
methods for th© teaching of speech ooureee* '
In ©newer to th© second question, 16 Individuals replied 
In th© affirmative, and 4 In th© negative. In .other word© 
so pfr ©out of toe group ©aid that junior high teacher® require 
special quailflc&tlon© for the teaching of Junior high speech 
courses.
*£&© answers to the last question chow that most of those 
interviewed believed that mixed grouping did not create 
special problems. Eighteen answered In the negative and only 
two in toe affirmative.
Obviously, this survey is not to be considered as a 
final or authentic check regarding the problem® in question. 
However, It does serve as an indication that?
1. A study needs to be made of the physiological and 
psychological character!sties of the junior high 
school pupil in order to determine his speech problems 
and speech needs.
2m Junior high teachers need to have special qualifica­
tions in order to be ©quipped to teach junior high 
speech courses, 
this study proposed to consider them  problems, llrst, 
however, it is necessary to determine th© normal age range for 
junior high school pupils. Regarding ages of Junior high 
school pupils, Smith, in his book, T M  Junior High School, 
writes?
6The child who enters the elementary school at the age 
of six* and makes regular progress thereafter* should 
enter tec junior high school beginning with the seventh 
grade * at the age of twelve# It is customary, however, 
to allow a range of one full year for each grade, so 
teat a child who enters tee six-year elementary school 
at six or seven and completes It at twelve or thirteen 
Is regarded as asking normal progress* & careful study 
or the children who rightfully belong in the three-year 
junior high school shows that they are primarily children 
twelve to sixteen years of age.^
Fro® Smith5 s writings, then, It Is to be concluded that 
In the average case, the seventh grade pupil 1# 1:? or 13 years 
old; the eighth grade pupil is 13 or 14; and the ninth grade 
pupil Is 14, 16, or perhaps 10 years old.
Procedures
First. an Intensive review of the literature on adolescent 
problems was made, this Involved a thorough study of the 
junior high school pupil under two main divisions*
a. Froa the standpoint of physiological characteristics.
b. Froa the standpoint of psychological characteristics. 
Second, a survey was taken of all writings presently
available (in the fields of psychology, education, and speech) 
pertaining to th® teaching of speech to the junior high school 
pupil. The following considerations formed the basis of this 
surveys
%  ill lam A. Smith, The Junior High School (Mew Yorks 
M&cmlllan Company, 1030), 102, 141.
?a* What has been said In psychological literature about
special adaptation of speech to the Junior high
school pupil?
b. What has been said in educational literature about
i special adaptation of speech to the Junior high
school pupil?
C* What has been said in speech literature about special 
adaptation of speech to the junior high school pupil?
&. Have speech authors given any apodal consideration 
to the junior high school pupil.and hi® problems in 
their discussion of speech method#?
the finding# of the foregoing portion of this 
study were.used in the development of a discussion of materials 
and aethods to be used in the teaching of speech to Junior 
high school pupils* The following question* were considered 
in this discussions
a* What speech material# arc best suited for the Junior 
high school pupil?
b. What speech method# should be used for the Junior 
high school pupil? 
e* What types of project# and exercises are mast suitable 
for toe Junior high school pupil? 
d* What special characteristic# are desirable for teachers 
of th© Junior high school pupil?
Based on the consideration of these various questions* a 
detailed course of study for junior high school work in speech 
was evolved* It is presented in th® last three chapter# ©f 
this study* {
8Chapter One
PHYSIOLOGICAL (RiARAQXKRISTIC 3 OF THE JUNIOR-HIGH SCHOOL PUPIL
Since the Says of G. Stanley Hall, psychologists have 
been making an extensive study of the adolescent^ child.
They have been analysing the problems of hi® prepubertal as 
well as his pubescent and postpubertal years,^ and have been 
writing copiously about his characteristics and peculiarities.
One of their primary concerns ha® been that of ages of 
onset of pubescence. As early as 1908, Crampton® made a 
study of the appearance of pubescence of 3,885 grammar and high 
school boys In Hew Xorlc 01 ty. Then, later, in 1916, Baldwin4 
collected similar data pertaining to 1241 grammar and high 
school girls. Findings of these two studies appear in Table I, 
p a g e . 9 *
From this table it is noted that the condition of pubes- 
canoe has a wide age range; and that this rang© for boys is 
about li or 2 years less advanced than for girls. Moreover,
It is indicated that pubescence occurs at various ages In
^Adolescent, as the term is generally used by psychologists 
today, refers to that period of the individual^ life between 
childhood and adulthood. In which he achieves a physiological 
maturity and a certain measure of social Independence.
“Bines the time of Cramp ton (1008) criteria for the desig­
nation of periods of development in boys have been three-folds 
nrapubertal being used to refer to those who have no pubic hair, 
nubescent to those who have pigmented, straight pubic hair, 
and nofttnubertal to those whom pigmented pubic hair M b  acquired 
a kl M  or twlstT In the case of girls, psychologists make 
only a two-fold division, nrenuMrMl being used to refer to 
those who have not reached monarch©, and i?o,s_tp_ubcrtaI to those 
who have attained menarohe.
^0. W. Cramp ton, ♦‘Physiological Age,-A Fundamental Principle", 
American Physical Educational Review (Boston, 1896--}, XIII,
*Hird f* Baldwin, MA Measuring Beale for Physical Growth 
and Physiological Age", 15th o£ the Rational Society
for the Study of Education. 1916, I, IT.
TABLE t
P«3*wiit fet|t8Q«ntB at YarloaB Age a 
irftarOr^pton and BRldwtnJ^
Ageg^ • Qlrle
10 0.0
10*6 6*26
11 6*0
11*6 10*23
12 37.83
12*26 16
12*6 23.88
12*76 26
16 34.8©
16*26 26
16*6 37.87
13*76 28
14 33.46
14*26 26
14*6 17.74
14*76 24
16 14.54
16*26 20
16.6 7.61
16*76 10
16 6.12
16*26 4
16*6 3.17
16*76 4
17 0
17.26 2
17.5
17.76 0
6The Individual remains In a pubescent state over a 
period of time; hence these percentagen do not add up to 100 
percent*
°A* tnd&eatsd In the Introduction, page 1, the average 
seventh grade pupil Is 12 or 13 pears old; the eighth grade 
pupil la IS or 14; and the ninth grade pupil Is 14, 16, or 
perhans 16 years old*
yXn the ease of the boy, the criterion for pubescence 
was the appearance of pigmented straight pubic hair* In the 
ease of the girl, the usual criterion of the monarches was 
not used; but instead the menstrual flow, the appearance of 
subcutaneous fat, enlargement of breasts, and axillary hair 
were used as ©cabined criteria*
d l f f m n t  boy« and girl© and should not ho thought of as 
M i n g  characteristic of on© particular age group, either of 
one sex alone, or of hath sexes taken together*
According to growth studies, the child's development 
between the ages of eight to ten or eleven is relatively slow; 
however, within a year or so he usually experiences a sudden 
and narked spurt In physical growth*® His skeleton grows, his 
weight Increases, hie glands and internal organs grow; "in fact 
there is hardly a structure in the body that Is not altered 
in some way!
As early as 1091, Bowditeh*® conducted anthropometric
studies regarding prepubertal growth* At that time he found
that a period of accelerated growth occurs Just before 
11puberty; moreover, that this growth spurt occurs earlier 
In large children than In small children.
Similarly, in 1932, Boas**2 found that the period of most 
rapid growth somewhat preceded the onset of menstruation, and 
that the most rapid Increase In height oocured about a year 
prior to monarch©*
He search studies of Baldwin, Crura, and S&edley also show 
a definite increase in the percentage of gain In weight and
Florence L. Ooodenough, &^&gJLflgJC (Hew
York*-, D. Appleton-Century Company, 1934), 465*
HU»ell& r. Cole, Payoholpgy at Adolescence (New York: 
Farrar and Bhlnehart, 1956}, IV.
P. Bowdltoh, "The Growth of Children studied by Galton'
m s u i m S 3M& sol
“ g^crty* * as the term is’used by present day psychologists 
serves to designate oenarehe in the girl, and the appearance 
of thf0flrst pigmented pubic hair in the boy*
iZF. Boas, "Studios In Growth, * Human Biology (Baltimore, 
1929— ), 1952, XV, 307-350.
11
height between the ages of IS and 14 or IB for both boys and 
girls* Summarising these studies, together with those of Boas, 
Gilliland formulated a table showing age changes In height and 
weight* Gilliland* s findings appear in fable XX, page 12*
A study of th© table reveals that the average boy shows 
acre increase in the peroentajpi of gain of weight and height be­
tween the ages of 12 and 14 than does the girl at this period*
In 1957, Frank K* Shut tie worth mad© a study of growth 
trends of a group of girls menstruating before eleven years and 
six months as compared to girls menstruating after age fourteen 
years and five months* His findings showed that girls who 
mature early are taller up to the age of IB in respect to Xe« 
length, and to 1? In r««p«ct to sitting holght.^ Hi a studies 
also revealed that a period of accelerated growth occurs in girls 
approximately between the ages of 12 and 15%*
In 1937, Herman G. Richey mad© a study of the relation of 
accelerated, normal and retarded puberty to the height and weight 
of school children* He, too, found that girls exhibit a pre­
pubertal growth spurt between th© approximate ages of 12 and 13&* 
Similarly for boys, he found evidence of a prepubertal growth 
s$urt; however, the boy* s spurt usually occurs about a year 
and a half later than that of the average girl*
^Frank X* Shuttl©worth, “Sexual Maturation and the Physical 
Growth of Girls Age Six to nineteen*. Cited in Frank K* 
Shuttleworth, *fhe Adolescent Period, * Monoirrauhqi ^pr Be search 
in Child development (Washington, D. C.: Nationaln© search
Council, 1938 J, Figure 1E3, 144, 145*
^Herman b. Richey, “The Relation of Accelerated, Normal 
and Retarded Puberty to the Height and Weight of School Children*. 
Cited In Shttttleworth, "Th© Adolescent Period," Figure 1B7.
12
TA3LK II
Age Changes in Height and Haight 
{a:t? ter Oilliland) ^  ^
?o
75
luA. R. Gilliland, Genetic Psychology (New Yorks Ronald 
Press Company, 1933) , 149. Cited in Karl C* Garrison., JSC" 
PavohnTo p ?  of Adoleacencfl (Prentloe-Hall Inc., 1940), 31.
13
Tt»n, la 1938, Paul and Juanita Boynton mad© further 
studies of anatomical devslopBent* In order to make a compari­
son of growth rates of various parts of the body* thoy treated 
tha data of numerous workers. tealr findings are Indicated 
1st table III, page 14*
From those data, It Is noted that there are some marked 
variations In growth between childhood and adulthood. For 
Instance, the 8§ year-old-hoy *s weight Is Just thirty-three 
percent of what It will be at X7| years of age, and his breath­
ing capacity is only twenty-five percent as great as it will 
be twelve years later. A study of the entire table reveals 
a lease of uniformity of the parts of the body between the ages
of 5$ and l¥$g also a very marked spurt in sntemleaX growth
h
between the ages of Ilf and 14%.
Reviewing these studies of the Boyntons*, together with 
those of Sewdlteh, Boas, Crililland, and Shuttlewovth, It is 
to be concluded, therefore, teats
1. fhe Individual has marked variations In growth 
between childhood and adulthood.
2. tee child has a period of relatively slaw growth 
two or terse years prior to his prepubertal growth 
spurts this period of slow development usually 
occurs sometime between the ages of eight and eleven.
3. The child has a teddsn and marked spurt In physical 
growth especially in height, prior to puberty, this 
growth spurt occurs approximately between the ages of 
twelve and fourteen or fifteen.
4. tee average boy shows a more marked growth spurt 
during his prepubertal years than does the girl.
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and Juanita Gurry Boynton,
{Mlnneapo 11 s 2 Ktiunation&l m m )
0. A postpubertal child has a decrease of growth rote 
In height and weight* following sexual maturation*
A« far a# motor abilities are concerned, psychological 
studies Indicate that an Individual Increases slightly In 
strength as he passes through his prepubertal, pubescent, and 
postpubertal periods* As early as 190®, Crompton mate a 
state of the strength of grip of boys at each of the several 
age levels from IS to IS years* Hie findings Indies ted that 
the average strength of grip of the right hand of postpubertal 
boys was about a third greater than that of prepubertal boys 
of the same age. Similarly he found that postmenaroheal girls 
were superior in strength to premenareheal girls of the same 
ageA®
In 1937 Dimoek corroborated Cramp ton’s study of strength 
of grip of boys* However, his researches Involved not only 
strength of grip, but also included measures of strength of 
bask, arm and shoulder extension, leg extension, and ana and 
shoulder extension* As a result of his observations, Pliaock 
found that postpubertal boys exceeded prepubertal boys in the 
various aspects of strength studied.^
1 8 , .  .  .
Review (Springfield
C W. Craanton, "Physiological Age/ Aaerlean Phyeloal
l , Mass., 1079— ), 1908, XIII,
H. S. Plaock. Rediscovering the Adolescent (Hew Xorkt 
Association Press, 1937), 287, oltodln Wayne Dennis, "The 
Adolescent." Handbook of Child Psychology (L. Cnrfflloheal, 
edltor). Xn Press. Cited hereafter asJ 
Dentils, "The Adolescent"»
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As the individual passes fro® the prepubertal to the
postpubertal stage of development, various bodily changes
take place. In connection with this maturation process, the
maid testes and female ovaries begin to secrete hormones
which speelfie&lly have to do with reproduction, The girl1«
menstrual periods begin. Also, a “marked development takes
place in her hips and mammae, and the entire body takes on
a new fullness and grace of contour*1 Similarly, other
sexual eh&raeterlcitlos begin to manifest themselves in both
19
boys and girls. The boy's face tends to become harder and 
more angular, while the girl's face becomes softer and rounder. 
(These changes are mused by the decreases of fat underneath 
the boy's skin and an Increase In fat under the girl's skin.}^® 
Fine hairs on the boy's body become coarser, longer, and 
more pigmented, and his beard begins to grow.^ The hairs on 
the girl's body likewise have a tendency to develop but not 
so markedly as do the boy's. Also, the girl may have a slight 
semblance of the boy's beard* (This is manifested by a 
growth of the surface hairs on her upper lip slightly heavier 
than on the other parte of her face.)
^Richard Prices! and Richard Wagner, gssstsmassl^celten
tAuftroton der ExtraggnlMMn M ^ 4 s 3 & e p1 gadchenT zelt.f.Konstitutlonslehre, 1929-31, XV, 333-358. ted in Frank X. Shuttleworth, "The Adolescent Period,*fopomafflftg. las fig.ggftcsh itii CMlfl BnataBWiia ,<Waghlog^ n. D* c*! 
Rational Research CounclTT 19387, Fig. 102-105. Hereafter 
cited ass Shuttleworth, “The Adolescent Period**.
l^Paul £• Xubltshek, **Sexual development of Boys with Special 
Refersned to the Appearance of Secondary Sexual Characters and 
their Relationship to Structure and Personality Types*. Cited 
In Shuttleworth, *Th» Adolescent Period, * Pig. 94-100.
gpStottleworth, “The Adolescent Period,* Fig. 96 and 97. 
gJOoodenough, Pevelopmental Psychology. 466.
Ibid*. 466.
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Professional opinion holds that striking voice changes 
taka place in the case of boys. Technically ape&king, a 
change of volo© (In male adolescents) is a "normal loss of 
control of volee*•••which la "usually evidenced by Instantan­
eous, unpre&icted, and Involuntary changes of pitch, the 
reasons for which are not readily apparent. Occasional con­
comitants of this lose of control of the voice are double 
resonance, restricted range of pitch, and the appearance of a 
tremolo*25
Just what relationship voice change has to age and sex 
has been the concern of psychologists for several years*
In 1957, Eldon K. Jerome of the Moosehesrt laboratory 
School of Research observed twelve boys undergoing change of 
voice. The purpose of his study was to note the relationship 
of voice change of the chronological, mental, and skeletal 
ages of his subjects. Tables XV and V on page 18 indicate 
the findings of Jerome#s study.
As a result of his observations, Jerome derived the 
following tentative results?2*
1. fifental age is the least consistent measure of 
children undergoing voice change*
2* Skeletal age correlates more highly with chronological 
age than It does with mental age.
3. Boys undergoing change of voice who ar© of the younger 
chronological ages are, in general, younger akeletally 
than they are mentally or chronologically.
^Eldon X. Jerome. "Changes of Voice In Male Adolescents, *
\wciiroiij, raxcn&g&n, xyib— j
xa
TABLE XV
J3& a n t e *  M & A m u  an gto&g J S m l a m a S ^ L  
A g & S B S l M
Male Adoleeoent O.A. M.A. 3. A. Rank on Rank on Rank on 
. C.A. M.A. 5.A. .
i. 19i IBb m  1 1 i 1.0 2
2. 176 145 264 5 9 2
5. 184 18S 178 3.6 3 3
4. 158 148 269 8 8 8
5. 147 138 155 10 11 10
6. 184 174 271 3.5 4 7
7. 189 189 177 2 2.5 4
8. 146 154 156 12 6.6 0
9. 134 183 248 12 12 12
20. 150 140 150 9 20 11
11. 171 154 174 7 5.5 5.6
13. 173
Key!
173 174 © 6 5.5
C.A.-— Chronological Age 
M.A.—— Mental Age
s.a .— Skeletal Age. 
All agea given In 
months.
TABLE V
In dice Range In Mid- Mean -
month* Boot* Age Or &
Correia* 
Q© 0.9. tione
Chron<
Age 62
Mental 66 
Age
172.0 266.76 148.5 264 17*76 16.27 JS.A.& C.A.
**>aa/«046
154.0 159.00 142.0 170 17.6 20.85 C.A.& S.A.
ti.06/.034
Skeletal 
Age 66 172.5 167.00 166.5 177.5 12*0 13.46 M.A.& 3.A.
r*.72/. 095
id
4* Boys undergoing change of voice who are of the older 
chronological ages are, In general, younger skclctally 
than they are mentally or chronologically.
6. Skeletal age give a a more homogeneous grouping of 
hoys undergoing change of voice than does mental age 
or chronological.
6. Skeletal age would seem to he more closely correlated 
with change of voice than the criteria of age used.
The most Important one of the findings above seems 
to he that the age range in months for a group of 
normal boys selected as unquestionably being within 
the period of change of vole© is found to be more 
restricted when measured according to skeletal age 
than when measured according to chronological or 
mental age. In other words, this might indicate 
that change of voice is definitely a growth phe­
nomenon and therefore may vary to a large extent
with either chronological or mental age, but will
have to be bound up rather closely with a definite 
skeletal age. This result, of course, should be 
weighed In the light of the possibility that skel­
etal age Is always a more restricted measure than 
either chronological or mental age, regardless of 
selection of the group measured.*1
Later, in 1940, Gurry made a photo phonographic study of
the pitch characteristics of six males at each of the throe
age levels, 10, 14, and 18 respectively. As a result of his
study, he found that the greatest separation In pitch level
between any two successive age groups was the difference of
approximately one octave between the medium pitch levels of
the 14 and 18-year-old subjects; that the pitch levels of
the 10 and 14-year-old subjects coincided closely near G^,
while those of the eight sen-year-old subjects were close to
C-j and that the majority of breaks in voice occurred from 
3
frequencies within a relatively narrow range.28
®TE. Thayer Curry, "The Pitch Characteristics of the 
Adolescent Male." Speech Monographs (Detroit, 1934-*-), 1940, 
VXI, 48-6P.
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West, Kennedy and Carr, epee oh oorreetlonists, are of 
the opinion that the average pubescent boy undergoes a change 
In voice They believe that hie vocal cords develop rapidly, 
doubling their length In a few monthis,*1 and that the 
other parte of hie vocal apparatus grow onXy In proportion 
to the reet of hie body*s®
Likewise, they say that the girl1® vocal cords show an 
Increase In else; but that, however, the Increase Is very 
slight In comparison to that of the boy*
West, Kennedy end Carr state further that the membraneous 
linings of the girl*e pharyngeal resonators tend to thicken 
and soften; and, as a result, the voice tends to become some­
what lower, richer and fuller*^
Let it be emphasised, however, that the writings of 
West, Kennedy and Carr are merely opinIons,— not facts established 
from actual objective experimentation* Because of the dearth 
of objeotlve data pertaining to adolescent voice changes, 
there is still need for scientific Investigation in this field*'
As far as atypical cases of voice changes are concerned, 
again It is necessary to rely solely on opinion* Regarding 
such abnormalities, Boors, in his art!ole, “Glandular Physiology 
and Therapy— the Testis Hormone**, points out that if the 
adolescent boy is castrated before pubescence or. If, for any 
reason, his sex glands fail to develop, hie voloe will not
“ , 25.
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undergo tto usual voice change; further, ha explains that 
other sex characteristics likewise will fall to appear.2®
Similarly, with the girl* If tor sex glands do not 
develop, or If the pituitary falls t$ function, sto too will 
manifest abnormal sex characteristics, In tor ease, menstrual 
periods may not begin, breasts may not develop, or publo hair 
may fall to appear*2®
In such pathological conditions (as mentioned In the ©as® 
of tee boy or tee girl) tee Individual may need special medical 
care*
He vie wing all of the previous cited studies, and pro­
fessional opinions pertaining to tee physiologies! character­
istics of the Individual, it may to said teats
1. rube scene® occurs at various ages In different boy® 
and girls* Comparable growth phenomena occur about 
a year and a half earlier In girls than in boys*
2. tee child has a period of relatively slow growth two 
or three years prior to his prepubertal growth spurt| 
this period of slow development usually occurs some­
time between the ages of eight and eleven*
3. A period of accelerated growth appears Just before 
puberty* It occurs approximately between the ages of 
12 and X3ft in girls and 13ft to 1© in boys*
4^ tee average boy show* a greater percentage of gain of 
weight and height between the ages of is and 14 than
SSearl H* Moore, *CELanduXar Physiology and Therapy— The testis 
tor^qe,*^^grng|^ p . A a n A f l M  Asmcclatipn (Chicago,
®®toitort^ctoan Evans, i S p m A J &
Association (Chicago, 18B3--J, 1936, OTv; 464.
mdoes the girl.
&* Following carnal maturafion, the pcetpuherMtl child 
has a decrease of growth rate in height and wight.
#. the Individual increases slightly in strength as he 
passes through hie prepubertal, pubescent, and post- 
pubertal years, and, in children of the same age 
there is a difference in strength between those who 
are prepubertal and those who are postpubertal.
V. As the individual passes through the prepubertal to the 
postpubertal stage of development, bodily changes take 
place.
a. The male testes and female ovaries begin to se­
crete hormone® which have to do with reproduction,
b. A marked development takes place In the glf^Lfs
hips and mammae; the entire body takes on a
new fullness and grace of contour.
c. The boy1 ® face tends to become harder and 
acre angular.
d. The girl1® face become® softer and rounder.
e. The boy* ® beard begins to grow.
f. The girl may develop a slight semblance of
the boy1s beard.
g. The boy undergoes a change in voice. The girl1 e 
voice tend® to become somewhat lower, richer 
and fuller.
1 Considering all of these physiological phenomena, it can be 
readily noted that the Junior high school pupil is likely to 
manifest many of the ^normal* metamorphic characteristics,-*, 
depending, of course, upon what stag© of development he is In,
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Chapter Two
vwtsmtjQGXizAt, mmm'fmxf&tm or the mmgu tofil
As was Indicated in the first chapter of this study, the 
average prepubertal pupil is likely to undergo definite sexual 
changes and growth spurts. Sons psychologists are of the 
opinion* that when these fundamental changes take place, the 
child often mi sunders tends them and as a result Is bewildered, 
embarrassed, awkward and self-conscious.^
Similarly, other authorities say he may also became dis­
turbed and uncomfortable, if he hears his acquaintances make 
such tactless remarks ass * Ora clous, how John is stretching 
out. And look at the size of his feet I® or nMy goodness, don't 
tell me this Is little Mary 1. Why, she used to be such a 
dainty little girl. I never in the world would have known her.**5
Pressey says the child may have further feelings of strain 
and stress if he is made the butt of much "rasstlng* about such 
things as: sleeves or trouser legs that have become too short,
wrists and ankles that are proportionally too thin, breasts 
or hips that are over-developed, or hands or feet that are too 
large.* Likewise, the boy may be embarrassed if he is teased 
about his **downy* beard, or about the squeaks and bass rumb­
lings of his changing voice. The girl may be chagrined if
^Regarding many of the Junior high school pupil's oharae- 
terlstios, no objective data are available. Therefore, in such 
eases, only general opinions of those who have observed the 
Junior high school pupil have been cited.
*». U  <».. Port,
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she la ohidtd about bar freckles and moles, or le made the 
* sen ter or covert and giggling curiosity* because of her first 
menstruation.® Presssy feels that such banter and chi dings 
are likely to make the prepubertal child self-conscious and 
embarrassed, and ae a result may cause him to appear awkward.
Bennie alee emphasises the emotional factor ae the probable 
cause of the adolescent1 s apparent awkwardness* Xn his article, 
"the Adolescent11, Dennis says that the * general impression of 
awkwardness on the part of the adolescent may be due to the 
faet teat he often performs under conditions of "rasslng” or 
under knowledge that he is being closely scrutinised, as when 
he begins to wear adult clothing, begins to dance, etc.* 
then, he goes on to explain that 41 another factor which may 
contribute to the Impression of awkwardness in tee adolescent 
Is the familiar slse-age Illusion white enters into many 
Judgments concerning children*. Because the prepubertal child 
may be tall for his age, people expect him to have the skill 
and agility of the older person. Therefore, Dennis feels that 
this discrepancy between * expected skill and actual skill* 
may be one of the main reasons why the adolescent appears to 
be awkward.®
Peter Bios expresses the opinion that the junior high 
school pupil tends to relieve his feelings of anxiety, awkward­
ness and embarrassment, by reverting to infantile ways Of 
behavior. Oood habits tend to break down, and he employs 
defenses such as temper tantrums, day dreams, bragging, over­
eating, et cetera, In order to relieve the feelings of strain
gXbld.. 11.
Dennis, *The Adolescent*.
2®
and stress* Bloa writers
The break down of good habits? the return of dirt? din- 
order? and greediness? the resumption of neurotie fears 
and nervous habits? the renewed interest in concrete 
manipulation as opposed to creative activities that call 
for emotional expression-these and other seemingly in­
explicable manifestations of the pre-adolescent period 
are understandable enough if we see them as an attempt 
to relieve strain by retreating to infantile ways of 
gratification. It seems as If the inhibitory and regu­
lative barriers which were adequate for control during 
the preceding years of elementary school fall to with­
stand the advance of instinctual powers? which mark pro- 
adolescence, the initial phase of the adolescent period. 
Udny solid achievements in training and education seem 
suddenly to disintegrate and give way to forms of behavior 
whleh in their quality are related to early childhood* 
fewer tantrums? day-dreams? bragging? swaggering, 
sulking? weeping? lying? cheating,. .are the defenses to 
which he (the Individual) returns when the strains of 
adolescence are more than he can face***
The tendency to overeat? which is not at all infrequent 
among adolescents of any age? can also be regarded in 
many oases as a manifestation of regressive behavior*
The security provided by excessive eating offer® a means 
of satlsfaetlon-ln times of loneliness and uneasiness- 
which is doubtlessly infantile in character* Blnoe the 
character of this Indulgence is often vaguely realized 
by the adolescent himself? he Is easily led to feel 
guilty about it; and if overeating has an effect on his 
body build? it aggravates the problem further* f
By the time the Junior high school child reaches pubescence,
some psychologists say he may again be confronted with more
feelings of anxiety? strain and stress?-for now he must
face the problems of sexual maturation* ! Cole? In her book?
Psychology of Adolescence, expresses the opinion that sexual
maturity is of infinite importance to the individual? and
i
consequently Is the source of much embarrassment* She writes?
It (sexual maturity) is also the source of infinite 
embarrassment* The boy1® organs not only grow rapidly 
In size until they will show through his clothing? but 
they seem to react without his volition* There are any 
number of boys who are afraid to go to a dance for fear 
their local stimulation may offend some girl* The
7Fe**r Blo«, S M  A ^ ^ M § ^ , £ a £ a a a ^ 4&  Yorks
D* Appleton-Gentury Company,1941), 279, £82.
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feminine mind rarely seams able to understand, that nuch 
reactions are ourely reflex and are not Intentional 
insults. At ni^ht the boy i© often distressed' by dreams 
that seem to him highly Indecent. In all probability, 
he Sifeirfeurb&tes more or leer; even If he doer; not, hie 
nocturnal Missions embarrass and frighten him...
The growth of hair la sure to afouee remarks In the 
common dressing room of the gymnasium. The hair on a m ©  
and legs often makes the boys think themselves hideous*
The appearance of hair on the face and the resulting 
Introduction Into shaving, while generating a feeling of 
manly development, is unoomfortnbl©. Especially to be 
pitied is the-boy who has need for some time to start 
shaving but is not allowed to by his parents. And as & 
final drain on the Xad*s patience* his voice can no 
longer be trusted; it alternately squeals and bellows.
The n<r>trinnrnt boy often will not recite In class, will 
not sing, will not talk to girls, because he is so 
afraid of the embarrassing noises he will probably make...
The adolescent girl is almost sure to be embarrassed 
about her menstrual periods. Many situations give rise 
to such distress. The chances are she will be forced 
to stand on the side lines during competitive gamec or 
to stay on shore when the gang Xn going swimming. Some 
of the boys are sure to ask her why— -and then everyone 
is miserable. • •
Girls are usually somewhat concerned about their breasts, 
especially If they are heavy. In any case, many a girl 
is deterred from games in which she would love to parti­
cipate because her breasts move so obviously f'hen she rune 
or jumps. Some girls are so sensitive that they will not 
even walk across the room if they think anyone Is watching.3
Growth anxieties of adolescents are also discussed by
Conklin in these worses
Growth anxieties appear easily in adolescence and 
should be listed e another of the possible personality 
effects of physical maturation. 'Hi© girl who has learned 
the Importance of physical maturation may watoh her own 
physical development with tsome fear that may not 
herself be as charming in personal appearances her 
dreams had led her to hope. I>i^proportions which a few 
months more of growth will wipe out entirely may be the 
cause of much temporary anxiety.9
Summarizing the statements of Pressey, Cole, and Conklin, 
the following may b© listed pb posaible sources of th© Junior
®Luella r. Coin, Pgyoholgfe^  of Adolftao.anse (N»w XorJts 
Farrar and Rhlnehart, 1936J, 38-417
®Edisund 8. Conklin, ££^&3jsAS£ St <?«*>, <i jUgSte&Sfig
(Hew York: Henry Holt and Coiap&ny, 1935}, ,*31.
high school pupil1! tnxlelless
1. Sudden growth in height.
S. Outgrowth of clothes.
8. Bulging out of clothes.
4. Downy beard.
5. Sudden enlargement of the genitals.
6. Growth of hair on arms and legs (In boys 
or girls).
7. Menstrual periods* (in girls).
8. Enlargements of breasts (in girls).
9. Voice changes (in boys). .
The problems of •ideals'* also are of vital importance 
to the average Junior high school ehlldf however, (according 
to Estelle Barrah) the Junior high school moll's Ideals most 
likely will not be the same as those of the elementary school 
child. In 1898, Miss Darrah conducted a survey of 1440 
children between the ages of seven and sixteen. After asking 
each child the question* What person of whoa you have ever ' 
heard or reed would you most like to resemble? these results 
were obtained*1^
1. 48 percent of the pupils at 7 years of age choose
acquaintance* as their Ideals. The curve moves
steadily down to 6 percent at 16. 
g. 58 percent at 7 years of age choose literary characters;
57 percent at 8; rapid decline *88 11 or 18 percent
from 18 to 16.
^Estelle M. Darrah, **A study of Children's Ideals,*
S&lenos Monthly (New lork, 187g~), May, 1888, L2IX,
88-98.
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3* 14 percent at 1 years of age choose historical or
eon temporary great people. The curve swings rapidly 
upward to 81 percent at 14 and 15 and 80 percent'at 
16 years of age.
F*om this study It Is noted that the elementary school 
pupil tends to select an acquaintance for his Ideal, while 
the pupil of Junior high school age Is inclined to select a 
con temporary great person or historical character as hi© "hero*.
In 1911 a study similar to that of Mis© Darrah*s was 
conducted by D. 8. H U l , 1^ In the Nashville Public Schools.
His findings also showed that the average ©even-year-eld child 
prefers an acquaintance as hi© ideal, while the pupil of 
Junlojt'hlgh school age selects as his "hero* a public, his­
torical or fictional character.
Just aq the Junior high pupil*® Ideals differ from those 
of other i p  levels, so do his interests vary. In studying 
composition preferences, Coleman submitted 300 possible titles 
to 15,000 children In gradem seven to twelve. The titles were 
grouped Into thirty-six different types of subject matter.
Thus such titles as My Ideal House or Pup Back Yard were grouped 
under the headings of topics dealing with the home. The six 
grour>s shewing the highest preferences are Indicated in Table 
VI, on page 99.
From Colemanfe study Jit is noted that the Junior high boy 
shows rather marked difference© from the senior high boy In
^ D .  8. Hill, "Comparative Study of Children*© ideals,4* 
Pedagogical Seminary (Worcester, Massachusetts, 1891— ), 1911,
x^iiiigiS-Esr.
regard to hie composition preferences. However, the Junior
high girl In her preferences show® little variability with 
the senior high girl.
As far ae reading interests are concerned, again the 
Junior high punlX’s preferences vary somewhat from those of 
the nunlls of other age levels. Preasey writes: wVor three
or four years, beginning with 9 or 10, the boys are Interested 
In tales of active adventure, In invention and mechanics, In 
the livee of famous men, and In materials and hobles»M Then, 
commenting on the study of A. H. Jordan, Children's Interests 
In Heading {University of North Carolina Press, 1980, 103 
pages), Pressey says:
A typical study (of A. M. Jordan) showed 38 percent 
of the books to deal with war and scouting (such as 
Alts haler4 s QJl -Skfe Plains with Cue ter). 89 percent with 
school and sport after the^5sh£on of Barbour's Th& Half 
16 percent with Boy Scouts and 83 percent with 
strenuous adventure such as In Mark Twain * n torn Sawyer. 
Around twelve or thirteen there may be a 4reading craze4, 
when the boy reads laore books than ever before or after. 
Whole aeries such as the Henty books, xaay be devoured. 
Meanwhile the girls read stories of hosm and school life, 
and show some interst in the boys4 stories of adventure** 
Books read by girls loA to 13^ years old showed that 3? 
percent were studies of home life such as hit tie Women, 
is percent stories of school life such as Pei^y. S'per- 
falry stories such as Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland.
7 percent were love stories, ana 10 percent ?'ere i3lfs*» 
cellaneoue. Relatively early, girls b^oeme addicted 
to romances and love stories and sentimental trash (a 
level which may of them seem never to leave); and by the 
middle teans they are reading adult fiction.
Jordan's studies of newspapers and magazineu show 
almost 10C percent of the younger children looking at 
the funny paper and, a little latter, Intersr?t centering 
on stories, new., srorta. Boye like Popular MeohanlQO 
and adventure magazines, o f whioh the routing u> m m m m  
and the American Boy are representative. Uuch a mixture 
of flction and biography as the American Uai^zXxm affords 
was voted as most popular...from age 14 on. The girls 
turn to such adult magazines as th® Ladl?§ Home Joprnal 
and the Qonmono}.!tans they also like the American
so
TABLE VI
U a U a a a M i g  & £  2 * 5 2 2  Ssxs. ms 2 * 2 2 2  SA&j?.2
S x a S m Saxa.
Current Events
Outdoor Ac tin tie a
Adventure
Travel
Animals
Famous People
a a a *
Travel
Adventure
Animals
Getting Rich
Literary Topics
Leisure Activities
8
Current Events
Adventure
Travel
Outdoor Activities 
Athletics 
Animal 0
Travel 
Adventure 
Getting Rich 
Outdoor Activities 
Ethical Topics 
Literary Topics
9
Travel
Outdoor Activities 
Adventure 
Athletics 
Famous People 
Current Events
Travel
Adventure
Personal Experiences 
Ethical Topics , 
Literary Activities 
Outdoor Activities
10
Athletics
Travel
Outdoor Activities 
Adventure 
Ethical Topics 
Current Events
Travel
Adventure
Personal Experiences 
Outdoor Activities 
Ethical Topics 
Literary Topico
11
Athletics
Maohlnery
Travel
Outdoor Activities
Adventure
Vocational Topics
Travel
Personal Experiences
Adventure
Outdoor Activities
Athletics 
School
12
Athletics 
Travel 
Machinery 
Outdoor Activities 
Pupil Employment 
Vocational Topics
Travel
Personal Experience 
Athletics 
Hone Life 
Humorous Topics 
Ethical Topics
X2j. H. Galenan, rtWritten Comnosition Interests of Junior 
and Senior High School Pupils,* Teachers College Contr1but!on 
Education (New Vorks Bureau o f Pub1lea11on a , Teachers College, 
SoluSBia University, 1931)*
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MeaSMESM* l*Rga*lne« auoh a^ %gu» Stories Have a l«Pffi 
S p p w i  sad magaslnes of adventure relatively XIttXe.x^
Regarding poetry preferences of the Junior high school
pupil (when he hears the poems read aloud), buoy Kangley
foui^l distinct differences between boys and girls* Studying
the poetry choices of 3,944 eighth grade pupils of the
Bellingham, Washington Public Schools obtained the results—
ladieated In fable VII, pages 3P-36 •
Contenting on the results of her study, Mias ICangley
wrote:
1* Girle mere highly consistent in their Hiding for poems 
that dealt with home life* The boys were equally 
consistent In not preferring such poems*
2* Both boye and girls appeared to have preferred 
poems that dealt with their own sex***
3* hoys wore most definite In their preference for poems 
teat dealt with crude but colorful characters*
When euoh poems also oortrayed action or adventure 
as they frequently did, their percentages for pre­
ference ran high***
4* The boys tended to favor poems that dealt with war
and violent action of any sort, while the girls very
consistently seemed to rate low all such poems***
6* The girls consistently ranted nature poems higher 
than did the boys* These, however, were not 
f&voi&tes with either sex.
0. The boys and girls differed Hdely In humor preference*
The girls ranted lilgh poems teat were amusing or
playful* The boys ranked high poems that were broadly
OOBlQ.^
In a similar study of prose preferences of the same
3,044 eighth grade pupils of the Bllllngh&m, Washington Public
Schools, Miss K&ngley found that:
1* Interest In animals was markedly greater with boys 
than with girls*••
2m Interest In ..nature was twice as great with girls as 
with boys. 0
i»Pr**B«y, ZsJtsMlaKZJ O &  MkSL M x  MimtfApJi* .
***— ■ * pe.t«r PrefegooQgg i M ^ U U a S F i i & J &  iiSiiaal*19
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TABLE VXZ
PA&q.aiHMs.a la  'Em/tel fikaAasfi m  la^galsfl M  Haotein^ B 
Isx Mas1 M M  o£ isa Esaaa
(after Kanprley^-®)
jfi |a.tel flEaa: JSaa£ lag £s.alCategory^ Title of Poemx° Rank for best liked,
— . „ „  — __________JULkeuW       Boya- — fcirXm
3.a Bittie Boat Pup 1 3 1
SE.a bison Begree 2 1 8
H.b Epit&h on a Politician 3 5 3
SB. a Broom 4 4 6
B.a Those Two Boys 5 7 4
S.a I*ve Got a bog 0 11 2
H.a Wine end "ater 7 9 7
N.a Horse 8 6 13
S.a The storekeeper 9 © 10
S.b Ballad of John Silver 10 o 31
H.a The Big Baboon 11 10 18.5
H.b A Terrible Bnfant IS 23 8
D.a Cut of work 13 13 14
H.a The Horrible Crow 14 14 19
<«.& The Ambitious Haddock 16 15 22
SB. a Stranger 16 38 9
I.a Autumn 17 32 11
H.a The Buffalo 18 12 40.0
SE.a J&zz Fantasia 19 22 17
i>E . a inhere Po Gypsies Come From 20 18 23.6
S.a Scotty Bill 21 16 40.5
U. a Caliban in the Coal Mines 22 17 35.5
N.a Four Bittie Foxes 23 24.5 IS.6
H.b The Family Fool 24 21 42
3.a Little Homes 20 44 16.5
S.b Spanish *ater« 26 20 42
H.a The Gingham Umbrella 27 52.8 12
D.a Ham and Hmv 28.5 30.8 29.5
H.a The Old Pasture 28 . 5 29 rtjo
P.a Lucinda Matlock 30 30 21
H.a The Yak 31 34.5 23.5
SB.a Cavalier 32 20 44
3B.& Boots 33 24.5 54
16l-ucy KangXey, Poetrr Preferenoep la 
School (New York: Bureau or Publications 
'Columbia University, 1936), No. 758, 87*
*”l>efinitionB of categories may be found on nag®. 35 
of this 428aertatlon*
loAuthors are listed on page 99 of this disrsertation.
, Teacher a College,
TABIJ5 VII con*
7 ” j££SU2 Hank fp'r ’lfeai
Title of Poem Rank tor Best Likect.E 5 S _ d_--------------_*«L.
. Boys n. Oirln
S.b Spanish Johnny 34 27 61.5
si:, a Tarentella 35 41 28
I.a Tartftry 36 40 27
s.b A Wanderer’e Song 57 28 51.5
K.& Summer Evening 38 34.8 33
SE.& Jumping River Dance f? 39 33 44
SE.a vfhiie Christmas 40 39 37
H.a John Brown 41.5 30. S 59
H.a The Shark and the Flying 
Fi sh 41. 5 48 29.8
S.b A Tarry Buccaneer 43 19 86.5
as.b west wind 44.5 46 89
H.a A Centipede Was Happy Quite 44.6 37 81.5
3.a An Old Woman of the Roads 46 75.5 18
H.b X * ts Ho body 47 52.6 34
3.a Old Susan 4© 88 20
■3 . a Facts 49 47 51.5
N.& Three Cherry Trees 50 69 26
N.a The wor® 51 50 48
D.& Mary* s Son 52 65 3©
H.b Blessing on the tfoods 53.5 01 60
S.a Blessing on the Little Boys 53.5 58 48
H.b In Springtime 55 61.5 44
S.b A Vagabond Song 
The Chimpanzee
56 42 78
H.a 57 45 73.5
I.a Foams of Praise 58 66.5 48
S.b Song of Wandering Aengus 89 60 48
H.a The -ftabbit 60 65 69.6
I. b The Princess 61 91 46
K.a *fhen the Years Grow Old 62 79 08
I.b Frost Tonight 63 72 87
S.b Dead lien Tell Ho Tales 84 49 80.5
SE.b Song of Shadows 68 56 72
3E.b Velvet Shoes 66 68 63
H.a A Passing dlra~?«© 67 97 66
X . a In Praise of Ar>pis Treea 68.5 64 69.8
D.a The Man He Killed 69.5 m 112
I.b The willow 70 75.5 62
I. a The Pear Tree 71 70 66
*->•8. Marble Top 70 57 85
H.b Snow Toward Evening 73 83 61
SE.b CroudeweXI 74 54 94
P.b Laugh and Be Merry 78 7 3 . 5 66
X.a Nature’s Friend 76 66.5 79.8
H.a The Cow In Apple Time 77 61. 6 90
H.b All That* n Past 78 78 67
H.b Running 79.5 63 93
SE.b The Shell 79.5 89.8 69.8
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TABLE VXX cent.
Catagory Titla of Poaaa a t ’fjik♦
 - ...............   ■ ,Ba.w glflt
SE.b Fog Ball 61.5 77 76.8
X .b Joy and PXe&sure 82 101 64
X.a Oran tab# star 83 @3 76.8
3S„b Eve 84.6 96 69.5
D.b The Unpardonable Bln 84.6 59 108
D.b Prayer @8 83 78
D.b Leisure 87.5 86 88
The Mystery ST .6 86 @8
SE.b Scythe Song @9.5 108 73.5
X.& Glimpse in Autum 
TheHolly
69 . 5 80.5 86.5
H.b 91 96 82
SB.b Chill of Eve 98 108 79.5
H.b The X elands 03 @0. 5 93
X.b Spring Ooeth All in White 04 98 89
D.b Do yon Fear the Wind? 06 73.5 103.5
D.e Forgiveness @6 66 97.6
H.b On ^ e  Vanity or Earthly 
Greatness 96 71 108.5
I.a City Trees 96 106 86.5
S.b Dream Pedlary 99 103 91.5
D.b Illumination 100 110 91.6
D.a Blades of Grass lOl 93 99
D.b Brotherhood 108 89.5 108.6
H.b Autumn Chant 103 110 96
S.b Of Falcons 104 101 100
D.b Cant 108.5 101 102
H.b The Unexplorer 105.5 106 97.6
P.b The Leaden-Kyed 107 98.5 104
X.b Song 106 106 102
H.b Bong for Snow 109 9S.5 107
H.b The Wayfarer 110 115 106.3
SE.b All Day X Hear 111 110 110
S.b Thrushes 118.8 115 112
H.b A Little Madness In the 
Spring 118.5 06 119
H.b Hothlng Gold Can Stay 114 118.5 118
X.b The Walters 115 118.8 116.8
X.b The Cemetery 116 115 116.5
X.b Fog 118 116.8 115.6
P.b For Merey, Courage, Kindness 
Mirth *118 118.8 116.6
X.a Eel Grass 118 112.5 119
H.b In Kegleot 120 116.5 119
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Categories (as indicated in table VXIP pages o&, 53, and 34)s
X Imagery 1
a. Poems that are simple descriptions or picture 
poems* These contain no image more difficult 
than a simple and clearly worded simile*
b* Poems that contain fairly involved images, per­
sonifications, or an elementary fona of symbolism*
m  Sound Effect
a* Poems that have obvious sound effects such as 
the use of a recurring element, repetition of 
refrain, onomatopoeia, or very marked rhythm*
b* Poems that contain subtle ?ound effects
obtained by means of variations of mater or 
careful attention to texture. Texture a« 
here used means the relationship between vowels 
and consonants within a word or between words*
& Nature Poetry
a* Poems that are descriptive of nature but contain 
a human or animal center of interest.
b* Poems that are descriptive of nature but do 
not contain a center of interest*
P bidactlc Poetry
a* Poems that imply an ethical lesson through a 
picture or story of a person or situation*
b. Poems that exnres© an ethical attitude directly.
8 Poetry of the Commonplace and the Romantic
a* Poems that deal with everyday life and common 
experiences*
b* Poems that deal with traditionally romantic 
persons or situations*
H Humorous Poetry
a* Poems that present broadly aoralc situation* or 
are based on absurdity.
b* Poems that are lightly humorous „ v/hlraalcal, 
satirical, or ironical.***
* 9&angley, gpwtary to£fi.Sff.nag-g la  MS. JjmMX i&sfe .SS&B21.
16-17.
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In the matter of play activities of junior high school 
pupils, the Lehman and Witty studies reveal interesting com­
parisons with those of elementary and senior high school ages* 
fho results of Lehman and witty1s observations apoaar In 
Table VTIX* page 37*
f Commenting on their study, Lehman and Witty say the 
greatest urge In; a boyfbr participation in competitive sports 
comes during his Junior high school years.
According to recent studies* such Is not the case with 
the girl. In 1939, Stone end Barker^ conducted a personality
test of premen&reheal and postmenarchecl girls. At that time,
they found that postmen&roheal girls are less interested 
than premenaroheal girls In game and sports requiring vigorous 
activity.
Diseusnlng play activities* Luella Cole* in her book* 
Psychology g£ Adolescence* comments on the forementioned 
studies of Lehman and witty In these termsi
Small boys play spontaneously by manipulating the 
different objects and by Imitating the life they ??ee 
about them. The ten year old boy plays extremely active
fames. Although the names he gives to some of hi a gamesi.e.* football and baseball) are the same as for later 
years* he does not play then the same way. What he calls 
^baseball* is usually a game played by four boys against 
five others. His fora of football consists of a group 
of frost ten to thirty small boys first choosing sides; 
then everyone rune and Jumps on everyone else without 
much regard to teamwork or to the progress of the game.
At fifteen the three favorlti activities (i.e.* basket­
ball* football, baseball) are highly organized group 
games* played with established rules.
With girls there are parallel developments. The little 
girl plays with objects or Imitates life about her In 
much the same way as a boy of her Age. Differences between 
the sexes have begun to show* however, by the age of ten.
2°C. P. Stone and B. o. Barker, * The Attitudes and Interest© 
of Premsnarchoal and Postraenaroheal OiFle^* Journal of Genetic 
Psychology < Worcester* Massachuaaete* 1991--)* 1931 * iJEv*27-71 •
3?
TAB Li. VIII
Elss. MsS gftBMl&i: £1sz Ag*&n,u«g M  iisaa £. 12. 1£, i£2
(after U h a i n  and witty)®1
Saga
£ years
Playing with a ball 
Playing blocks 
Playing with a wagon 
Playing horse 
Playing house
M  <£SS£S
Basketball
Football
baseball
Driving an automobile 
Tennis
£  rears
Playing house 
Playing with do lie 
Playing with a ball 
Playing school 
Drawing
1§ JCSfiti
Heading books 
Bolng to the movies 
social dancing 
Playing the piano 
Riding an automobile
10 rears
Football
Baseball
Boxing
Just playing catch
Hiding a bicycle
£2 £g££&
Having “dates'1 
Foo tbell 
Basketball
Watching athletic sports 
Listening to the radio
12 yeara
Playing the piano 
0oln*7 to the movies 
Looking e t the funny paper 
Holler skating
22 2SLZZ
Hoolal dancing 
Playing the piano 
Having M da tea*1
Going to entertainments, etc. 
Juet" "hiking1 or strolling
a C. H. Lehman and P. A. witty, TJm  Paycholotry of 
Activities. (New York: Barnes, 1927)^242*
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The girl• p spontaneous aotivitieo are already more social 
and for the most part more passive* The only active play 
1b roller skating* which comes at the bottom of the listj 
aside from social dancing there are no Items during the 
later years involving* physical ,exercise* At fifteen years 
the preferences are either social or of ® passive re­
creational type such as reading* playing; the piano, or 
going* to the movies. There is almost no difference between 
the preference© of the fifteen and twenty-year-old girls 
except for a shift in emphasis* Girls1 favorite activities 
are completely lacking in athletic interest and show a 
such earlier social maturity than boys1 * ™
Nor©worthy and *hitley, co-authors of The Ppveho^togy of
present similar opinions concerning play activities.
They writes
Before seven, children engage in play, rather than play 
games; it Is preeminently the toy age* with imitation 
and imagination as new developing factors; from seven to 
ten play Is decree singly solitary* increasingly competitive* 
involving much exercise such as running, jumping, throw­
ing, hitting, climbing^ also quieter manipulation,...* 
collecting end hoarding* Frora ten to twelve or so the 
greatest of variety of games i© play; for the tendencies 
already functioning is added more general mental activity 
helped out by wide information, shown in guessing games, 
widen* reading, the interest in language. Abilities are 
developed by rivalry in ball playing, swimming, construc­
tion **ork, Jumping the rope, doll-dres ©making, the use 
of words and the like, while there is an added love of 
more passive movements such as swimming. The rise of the 
gang spirit, inciting to greater possibilities of 
adventure, is one of tlie most important tendencies of 
this pubescent age. In the teens, both McGhee and 
Croswell show that doll-play, chasing, imitative, and 
mere make-believe .games decline, whereas rivalry, team­
work, games of chance, rhythmic movement, athletics of 
all sorts gain in favor. How is the time of highly 
~ 11 mtri t  activity, and of the elimination of many 
earlier forms of imaginative play. Adolescent boys are 
sk>re fond of running ’gamsn than are the girls, specialise 
on fewer, organise better. Play intellectual games, and 
games of chance les©.^
As far as Intelligence ir concerned, again a difference
Is noted between th*t of the junior high school child and
2®Cole, Payctology at JW3. ^  ^
^Haoal Nor«worth end Mary Theodora v/hltley, JE 
of Childhood (New XcspkJ The -acraillan Company, V*7
mthose of other ago levels. In fact according to teorndik6 *e 
studies* i there Is a rapid increase In mentality up to the 
age of 12 yea re* and by the age of 16 adult intelligence 1»
practically completed.^* 7
However, because senior high pupils are of a more eeleetad 
group than Junior high pupils (due to the fact that many 
Junior high pupile have dropred out of school)„ the intellectual 
level of the average senior high rorpll la higher than that of 
the Junior high oupil.^®
In an experiment conducted in 1936* P. M. Byraon&e found 
a sharp increase between the ages* of 12 and 16 in the Junior 
high pupil*a interest in love and marriage, ' Also he found 
that between the ages of IP and 16* that the Junior high pupil* a 
interest in manners* courtesy* and etiquette was g**eater 
than at any time thereafter.^ /
James *£urselX* likewise, is of the opinion that the 
junior high puoll Is interested In manner and customs of 
social intercourse,— -especially those dealing with the opposite 
sex. In fact* he feels that such questions as how to Invite 
a girl to & party* how to Introduce people* what to talk 
about* how to take one * n leave gracefully, and a t the proper 
time oause the Junior high pupil no little worry. £7
. « «iomaike, The 2l  Intelllg.no.. Cited
In Cole, Pevehology s i  .ftqaUtMiBnMU (»ew~oi*i Houghton Mifflin 
Company* 1936), 260,
g&L. A. Peekotein and Laura McGregor. Psveholocrv o? eh® 
Junior Hiirk school FurIX (w®» Xorti Koafra S n  WE?fflnT o ^ l n y , 
1924/» .
H # Byraonde, “Hex Difference?? in the Life Problems
t* iig&22jLJlM (Garrison,
New fork | 1915—— ) * 1936. aLIiX* *761—762. Cited in Shuttle worth 
*fhe Adolescent Period*" Figure 316. *
» . s s s :  j S 8 f f * a S r K r hi,t" g  <“ • * -orti:
Bum&ri&ing the previously cited psychological studies 
and professional opinions, regarding the psychological charac­
teristics of the Junior high school pupil, it w y  be said 
that:
!• The average Junior high school pupil9p intellectual 
level is lower than that of the average senior high 
school pupil*
2* The Junior high school pupil1s feelings of anxiety 
and awkwardness may be c&ueed* by any of the 
factors:
a* Sudden growth in height* 
b* Outgrowth of clothes, 
c* Bulging out of clothes*
d. Bowny beard*
0. fSudden enlargement of the genitals* 
f* Growth of hair on arms and lege.
g. Menstrual periods (in girls), 
h* Englargement of breasts (in girls).
1. Voice changes (in boys).
3* The Junior high school pupil tends to select a
public, historical or fictional character for his 
^ideal*.
4* The seventh grad© pupil likes make-believe games and 
guessing games; topics dealing with adventure, 
animals, travel and current events; stories dealing 
with honi© and school life# word usage and language.
5. The eighth grade pupil le Interested in topics dealing 
with current events, travel, famous people; tales of1
adventure and animal stories? customs, manners and 
etiquette*
6* The ninth grade girl is particularly interested in 
reading books (pertaining to travel, adventure, per­
sonal experiences and romance), going to the movies, 
and social dancing; the boy of tills age particularly 
likes competitive ©ports, travel, driving &nj£ auto­
mobile, playing tennis, and reading stories of war* 
scouting and adventure* 
c In the foregoing study-of the physiological and psycho­
logical characteristic© of the Junior high school pupil 
(Chanters One and Two), the writer made a thorough investigation 
of all the available data,-* scientific experimental studies, 
professional opinions, and textbooks— in the field of 
adolescence*®® 1 Although there is still much scientific 
investigation which needs to be done, there Is sufficient 
evidence to indicate the general nature of the Junior high school 
child and to show that his characteristic© differ in many 
respects from those of the elementary and senior high school 
o u ^ i l *  1
In the following chapter an attempt will be made to show 
the bearing of the physiological and psychological characteristics 
(discussed in Chapters One and Two) upon general tcac)rLng 
problems, and especially upon the problem© of the teaching of 
speech.
2®Thie study was conducted under the supervision of Dr#
Wayne Dennis, head of the denartment of psychology at Louisiana 
State University and author of 1 The Adolescent** (Cited on 
page 15 of this dlssertutlM&vr^
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Chapter three
i m  equcatiqml aim psychologicai, m m a  or ?he m o m m y  Q o m m
s z M s m m M m m
How that the physiological and psychological aspects of 
tee Junior high school pupil have been studied* the next con­
sideration must, necessarily, have to do with the bearing these 
characteristics have upon the child's educational needs.
It ii the purpose of this chapter to discus© some of the 
basic principles that have guided the formulation of the Course 
of Sfot&y presented in Chapters Four* Five and Six, and to 
illustrate the use of these principles in the Junior high school 
speech program. Any special merit that this course of study 
may have arises largely from tee fact that it ha© grown out of 
an analysis of the interests and needs of the pupil. It has 
not been superlraposed upon the pupil from the point of view of 
tee teacher or the professional field. It is obvious that 
every item in such a course of study cannot be based upon an 
experimentally proved characteristic of the junior high school 
pupil. However* so far as possible, the general units to be 
taught, the order in which they are presented, and even the 
specifie exercises and assignments have been devised or modified 
in the light of the evidence and professional opinions reviewed 
in the preceding page© of this study. Many of tees© relation­
ships between the findings and the speech program are Indicated 
in this chapter and in the course of study. In other instances 
there is admittedly no‘specific statistical or otherwise objec- 
tive evidence that a given aspect of .speech should b<* taught or
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that a gi^in procedure in the beet available* la such cases* 
the writer hae drawn freely from the opinion® of other®* from 
her general knowledge of the field of ape.eeh*. and from her own 
experience In Junior high school teaching in the attempt to 
plan a reasonable and coherent speech program* and to round 
out and supplement those activities which appear necessary for 
that particular level in the light of the materials contained 
here.
As indicated in chapters One and Tiro* the junior high 
school pupil is no longer a child nor 1® he yet an *idult. He 
Is **ln the making, both as an individual and as a member of 
society.®^ Therefore* he should have ample facilities for
p
the exploration of his abilities,45 and should have abundant
op ortunltie« tc become familiar with the Haffairs of men and 
<*
women* their knowledge, their occupations, their standards
and their ideals.**
Because the Junior high school pupil is in a transition
period between childhood and adulthood* a period marked by
rapid changes both physiologically and psychologically* and
by newly developing interests and abilities* he stands in
special need of a teacher who is mature and well-balanced; one
who is *aware of his feelings of strain and stress and is able
to guide him without overt compulsion or restriction.®** Also*
hie teacher should be one who has certain educational quail-*
6fl cation s. According to Teuton and Stru there* the minimum
^William A. Smith* The Junior High Bchool (Hew X-orkJ 
Macmillan Company* 1930), 143.
§5e© pages 27-34; 39.
2Bee page 74.
Junior 2s!S2Si&.> 143-144.
kPrank C. Touton and Alice Ball 3tru thers, Junior Hljgh 
Bchool Prooedure (Hew YorkJ Ginn and Company, 1920), 23-24.
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requirements for a Junior high school teacher should be a 
bachelor's degree with a major In the principal subject he 1® 
to teach; and in addition he should have the following courses?
1* -duoatlonal Psychology*
2m Proble&s In Adolescence.
3* Educational Vests and Measurements,
4* Essentials of Oitlaenshlp In a Democracy*
5* Principles of Junior High School Education,
8, Technique of Junior High. School Teaching.
7* Junior High School Teacher*® Course in 
Principal Subject to be Taught.
It 1® obvious that some of the requirements listed above 
are applicable to the teacher of any age level; however, the 
majority of the qualifications are peculiarly suitable for the 
training of the Junior high school teacher. For Instance, such 
courses ea r.&A&jiUts of Junior tfoflfr School Education. Technique 
of Junior High School Teaching, and the Junior Hl&fo School 
Teacher-a* Course la the Principal auhlcot la bg. Taught are more 
necessary for the adequate training of the Junlor high school 
teacher than for the teacher of the elementary, high school or 
college levels* Likewise, It Is more essential for the Junior 
high school teacher to have the course in Problems of Adolesconce 
than it Is for teachers of other age levels.
In addition to the Junior high school pupil*s need of a 
we11—trained teacher, the child*e courses of study should be so 
designed as to aid hi® in making needed social and school 
adjustments*
4©
*
^Although In some respecta ©very course in the Junior high 
school curriculum ©an play its part In developing the Individual 
child* the training in speech should he of particular value in 
this respect* That Is true because the actual speech units, 
methods* and materials* can be designed especially to develop 
the child*« speech el:ills and to fit his social needs*;
the eighth grade child, for example, is especially interested 
in social manners* customs and etiquette. This interest is 
the result of a definite and vital need felt by the child and 
nay be utilized as a driving* motivating force in teaching*
To aid in satisfying this interest* a speech project in the 
form of a social party or tea may be planned. In preparation 
for this social event* the child may be taught how to greet 
people, how to Introduce people* how to start conversations and 
how to keep them from lagging*. The development of these and 
similar abilities contribute to the child* s feeling of confidence 
and assurance, qualities essential to his proper development*
Also, in connection with the study of social forme* skits 
and Menas relating to social customs may be prepared. In fact* 
a whole speech unit may be given over to social conversation* 
with a view to helping the child become socially adjusted*
^Tbue* the entire junior high school speech course might be 
planned* having as Its main function the training of the speech 
skills of the pupil in order to assist him to adapt himself to 
the society In which he lives.
It should be kept in mind that a speech course should be 
planned for every age level. Statistics show that there is a 
general decrease in the enrollment after the Junior hl$h school
46
«
year** and in come local1ties the decline la especially marked* 
Hence* If the child Is going to have speech tmlhiftf at all* he 
should he given the opr^ortunity before he leaves the junior high, 
acted*
As pointed out earlier, the average child of junior high 
school age Is experiencing problems of * growing up-w Because 
of his feelings of embarrassment and awkwardness, It 
feasible teat at this tine* rather than durlnp his elementary 
years* that special emphasis should be placed on the development 
of those speech and social skills* which will aid him In making 
his social adjustment* Therefor®, it is with those factors in 
mind that the following suggestions are made relative to planning 
a speech course on the Junior high school level*
I Because the seventh grade pupil is beginning to substitute 
his childhood interests for new adult interests,® it Is 
suggested that he be given a semester* 3 "broadening and find­
ing c o u r s e to help him determine his capacities and abilities*^® 
and adjust himself to his new problems of ^growing up.*^*
r In this seventh gr^de course, he can first be given
i ptraining in bodily freedom c in order to eliminate his feelings
^Hcnry J* Oerling, "Kduca~lmvol ^a«**roh and Statistic^#* 
school and ^oolety (Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1891~*, lc4- 
104.
®See pages 31 and 36—38*
®See footnote 1, page 54* 
page 64*
~~See pages 11-1?.*
I'-See page 64*
4?
Qt strain* stress* and embarrassment and to aid him in develop­
ing eelf-eemfl&e nee* *■3 Because he Is especially Interested 
In guessing games*’4 at this age# he may give "silent movies#^® 
and have the olass guess what he Is doing$ or* similarly, he 
may p&ntomine advortlAenonta and let the pupil decide the
name ot the product being pan totalised* Also* he may play posture
1*7 1ftgames* so that he may Xeurn to stand and look, Idle best*
All these activities contribute to his social adjustment*
Then, because at this age the child 1# also interested
19in imaginative and make-believe gems, he may have a unit 
on Observation and laaginatiop* ^  In connection with this study, 
he may play word games such as "Who an X?tt^  ami let the class 
guess his Identity. Also, he may give descriptive talks®® 
(descriptions or well-known buildings, parks, statues) and let 
the class decide wha.t he has described*
During the assignment on descriptive talks, the pupil 
will likely realise the necessity of developing a large voca­
bulary In order to cmpresa himself adequately and accurately* 
Because at this age he is particularly Interested In words
i
and the use ot language*^ he may have spell-downs in oynony^a.^4 
13,14See page 54 
t^3ee page 38 
frsee page 55 
fflto. page 56 
?ASe* p*K® 57 
*®8ee page 55 
±"S#e page SB 
-gSflae page 58 
££See nag* 61 
ffSe# page 60 
§38ee page 38 
^8ec page 60
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/ to e&tlefy hi* interest in rhythm and group geuia,w  he
OA
may have training in choral reading. Also* In line with
this desire for cooperative play, he may participate in
ereative drvmata©*.2^ This unit should especially help to
relieve the pupil*s feelings cf s^lf-eonBClouenese, ^  and aid
In developing hie ability for self-expr© s © i o n . '
(i Because in the eighth grade a child ie beginning to feal
even more Hgrown-upn than in the seventh grade,3® His speeoh
course may be somewhat more formalised* And the speech aim
may be to train the individual to speak effectively in the
*51classroom, in social situations, and before an audience#*'
30
The first unit may be one on Viaible Aat1.cn* Because eighth
grade boys and girls tend more and jsore to hsjn varied liteea
S3and dislikes, they may be allowed to give pantomimes, pertain­
ing to their individual interests and preferences* For instance,
3dthe girl may give scenen dealing; with homo end school life, 
while the boy more likely *nay wish to present scenes depicting 
out-of-door life, adventure, war, scouting, and other similar 
activities*35 f
In connection with the study of visible action* the pupil 
also may give impersonations of well-known people.3** Because 
of his special Interest In characters of national and city
55See page 38. 
rrsee rage 62. 
gLSe.e page 66.
™$ee page© 23-27;
--.See page 66.
2?See pages 13; 37-38.
See page 7o.
See page 70.
2-See page* 29-37.
« B * e  page* 31-37. 
irSee page 80; 37-38.
^ S e e  page 78.
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«n
life, he m y  be allowed to characterise such individuals.
Then, because the pupil Is beginning to realise the importance
of *speaking* well* a unit on Voloy*ft ®&y be given. Th© ohlld
may sake a record of hie own voice, then'learn what exercises
he nay take in order to improve M s  own speech*^
Because the eighth grade pupil Is interested in * famous
people *, ^  class dlsowaelons fci&y be held, pertaining to the
4.1
test voices of radio and movie rtare.
Also, since lie likes a n i m a l s , h e  may b* asked to go to 
a circus or a fair,^ and later imitate the sounds of animals 
that he hears.
To improve the child1 a articulation, game a may be played 
with *'tongue twister*1 e x e r c i s e n e e i n g  which pupil can say
j.
the difficult phrase or sentence the most accurately.
Or, in the study of volume, the game of echo^ may bo 
played to motivate the pupil to devoid control of the loudness 
or softness of the voic&t.
Because the child at this poini likely has developed an
Aft
interest in improving his own conversational speech, the unit
on Social Qonversutlons may b© \ n9 buch exercises ae men-
4P.
tioned earlier in the o.apter may teach the pupil rules of
good conversation. Algo *.n thic unit the child may be encouraged
^Sen pug«B 27-29. 
r?3ee page 78.
^-TSee pages 79-80.
^See page 74. 
it See page 81.
*2See page 3 0 .
44 See page 81.
4*See page 82.
^cSee ~ age 38.
TlSee gea 38 and 82.
Jo bee o&ges 38 and 86* 
rJee page 3 and 91*
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*e become familiar with many subjects for conversation. Special 
emphasis may be placed on those topics which he is particularly 
interested,— for example, current events, religion, travel, 
outdoor activities, getting rich, heroes, etc*49
In connection with this unit on conversation, the pupil 
may be activated to tell Interesting anecdotes and stories# 
Therefore, the next unit may well be & m x  Celling.80 a8 in- 
dloated above, the eighth grade boy la particularly interested 
in telling stories pertaining to adventure, war, scouting, 
etc., while the girl prefers stories of home and school life, 
stories explaining how to get rich, etc#®1
As an outgrowth of the unit on story telling, the pupil 
may be taught to read stories aloud to an audio nee# And so the 
unit on Interpretation®^ may be presented at this point in 
the course# The class may choose a story that they all like# 
Each person may prepare one section, then the entire class may 
read aloud the story together#®®
Also, the pupil may read poems based on his own particular 
interests#®4 For Instance, the girl most likely may want 
poems dealing with homelife, while the boys will prefer poems 
of adventure#®®
40--See pages 30 and 88. 
??See page 95.
“ See pages 31-37# 
“ See page 97.
2?S©e page 104. 
irsee pages 32-36.
55See page 31.
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) Beeause th« eighth grade pupil espeolally 11k e a  current 
evente,®® the bulk ot the seeond semester's course may well 
he glren over to such unite as Discussions. Parliamentary 
Procedure, and Public Speaking.87 )
In the unit on PlBCusglons. the pupil may be taught not 
only to partielpate In a formal discussion, but also to act 
a# leader ot the group*®** This activity should fee a definite 
help in training the child to become no embued with hie 
subject natter that he has not tine to think of being afraid 
or self-conscious*®® Discussion may be conducted pertaining 
to current events, problems of school life, plans £br an MA11~ 
School-Play Cast Party, * etc.60 Emphasis In this unit may be 
plaeed on training the pupil be focus his Ideas on the particular 
subject under discussion, and on encouraging the pupil to 
respect the opinion of others*®^
Ag an outgrowth of the unit, Pis cue slona. a study of 
parliamentary procedure can logically follow* The aim In this 
unit may be plaeed on showing how to preelde at a meeting, and 
how to speak in an Impromptu but effective manner.®^
In connection with this unit, dramatisations, exemplifying 
correct rules of parliamentary procedure, may be presented*®** 
Also, the unit may have so- called free lance drills* The class 
§§3ee page 30*
zTlSee pages 104, 106, and 108*
ZgSee page 104.
"See page 23. 
zrsee page 105.
®*3ee page 104. 
f§0ee page 106.
6®See pages 107-108.
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elects a chairman, then each member of the group may proceed 
to sake any notions he wishes, providing they are logical and 
reasonable *®*
She last unit, JSrfftUa teiStlEi **&Y well comprise approxl~ 
mately twelve weeks* work,— the major alms being to develop 
the pupil*s aelf-oonfl&ence by teaching him to think logically, 
and to organise and present his material effectively before
aie
an audience* ° Again, the pupil should be encouraged to use 
speech topics relating to his particular Interests (current 
events, adventure, travel, out-of-door activities, famous 
people, sports, etc.)*®6
It may be suggested that he get some material for his 
speeches from such magazines as ,Sftaflftc!.b mssju* ,31bs,» £as£&8to 
Bor. Aaerloan drl. eta.67 (taagaxlnee which he particularly 
enjoys reading at this age)*
By the time a child reaches the ninth grade, he Is
66becoming more and more interested in the opposite so*!' there­
fore, his speech training may be planned so as to give boys 
and girls opportunities for working cooperatively.
In order to aid the pupil in making adjustment to the 
opposite sex, and in developing habits of originality, self- 
expression and team work,®® he may take part in such activities 
as skits, dialogues and plays.*70 ^
f*s*e page 108.
page 108.
®£see pages 30, 319 37, and 110.
®”See pages 31 and ill.
§®s#e pages 38 and 115*
®®Se« pages 38 and 115.
7°See pages 115-129.
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To develop the pupil's initiative, pole# and ability to 
interpret life situations, the first unit may deal with 
Character P o r t r a y a l a The child may read plays (particularly 
adapted to his Interests) and select character** for portr&yfcl*.4^
He say present characterisations of well-known actors, outstand­
ing* people in history of literature;^ also, he may present 
actual skits and scenes from piays.^
In order to encourage the pupil's tastes and creative
vsefforts, a brief time may be spent on selection of plays.
Class discuss Ions may be held regarding plays and movies the 
junior high school pupil likes to patronize* w
The third unit may be Qrout> Acting.— a division particularly 
designed to develop the pupil* n speech skills and to aid him 
in making adjustment to the opposite sex.*^
This may be followed by the units in the study of stage­
craft and the actual presentation of one—act and full-length
plays* During all of these activities one of the major aims
may well be to develop the individual pupil and to teach him 
hoar to adapt himself and to get along with people •
It is with all of these factors in mind that the course 
of study for the seventh, eighth and ninth grades (Chapters 
IV, V, and VI) has been planned*
Zisee page 116.
jLZBee page 117.
£*?See pages 29, 31, 121, and 122.
Z*See page 121.
^®See page 122.
XJ-See pages 30 and 31*
~ S e e  page 123.
T8se« pages 127-129.
^®9ee pages 23-27.
Chapter IV
sssbse s e  M s m  m i  m .  m m m n  m m 1
doacral %>»ech Aim: To assist the pupil in discovering*
developing and Increasing hie own Intercets 
and oapaoltle® In regard to speech 
situations*
Specific Speech Alas:
1* To eliminate any feelings of strain and stress,
p
embarrassment or aelf^eonseiousnees*
2* To develop spontaneity, ease ana freedom of 
expression.®
3* To develop eelf-oonfidenoe.^
4. To develop the pupil9 s vocabulary*®
Unit One: Boftlly jfrgcgpia a&d
Speech Aims:
1* To develop good posture in speech situations.
2* To develop physical free dors In speech situations*
3. To encourage relaxation in order to obtain ease 
and freedom In manner of expression*
4* To stimulate the pupil to want to loolt his best 
and do hie best at all times*®
*Thle seventh grade speech course is to be required of 
ail seventh grade pupils. Because it is a broadening and 
finding course9 it will be only one semester in duration*
There will be five class meetings per week, and each class 
will be composed of approximately 36 pupils. Mo text book 
is to be used*
2dee pages 23 and 24*
*tes pages 24, 25, and 26*
*See page 24*
5see page 38*
®8ee page 25*
Rtftwnoee (for te teacher) t
Gladys Borah***, Living fe>sach.y 14-32,
Alice Craig, Junioy ffpeeoh Agjm,® 3-SB.
Celesta V. Dodd and Hugh F. Seabury,
121-130.
David Posers and Suzanne Martin, Your fepeeeh.^
VII, 14-24. 
time iASLt* five seeks.
&iggaateff g&s&R&g MsdtotiytiLfts
1. Have pupils organise themselves Into groups of three 
or four, and present * silent movie®*1, I.e., group 
pantomlnes (without moving their lips), the follow­
ing Ideas may be discussed, previous to the 
panto mine assignments
a. Use no properties except a table or ohai*.^
b. Rehearse at least twice before giving the 
pantomlne to the class, time it so that 
you will neither hurry nor drag the action! 
omit all unneeessary details. Mo on* of tM* 
pantoalnee should occupy more than appro Jti- 
mately three minute®
701adys Borehers, Living Brceeeh (Hew XorkJ H&reourt,
Brace and Company, 1938T.
®Alice Evelyn Oral*, JwitoE J&M>g.<?.S ^ £l& <New Yoifct 
Mamlllan Company, 1934).
BCelest* V. Dodd and Hugh F. Seabury, Qgi (Austin,
Texas; The Stock Company, 1941).
*Dpavid Power® and Suzanne Martin, loty Snaech (Mew toplci 
Pittman Publishing Company, 1940).
**Alice Evelyn Craig, |fog> grieech Artp (Mew York8 Th* 
Macmillan Company, 1931), 142.
IBCralg, Speech Ajrta. 142.
o» Oive finish to the pantocaine by entering a® 
if coming from some definite place, and 
making an exit as if going to some definite 
place.*®
&. Suggestions for Malient movies1 or group 
pantomimes*
(1) A group at a football game.*4 Th© 
boys are wildly excited and the girls 
try to act as if they understand the 
game* A touchdown occurs after a 
long run.
(2) Four or five of you arrive late at
a stage play, and make everyone stand 
to let you into your seats* Watch 
the play for a moment, having a moat 
exciting time*
©• Fantomlne advert!sements. **Let the audience 
guess^ the name of the product which la 
being pantomined. **6 Suggestions for adver­
tisements may be found in Dodd and Se&bury, 
Our Speech* 130.
f. Give pantoalnee calling for relaxation and 
tension of muscles, 
g* Additional suggestions for group pantomines 
may be found in Dodd and Seabury, Our Snatch- 
130.
**Xbld.. 148.
"See page 30.
•JSjSee page 38.
Dodd and Beabury, Our ftpeech* 130.
2* Have pupil* paw  as statues to got muscle « o n W l . 1
Choose *ia$le life situations*
3* Have pupils study and pose as famous pictures*
4* Have a style show and let each pupil walk and act In 
such a way as to convey adequately to the audience 
what type of costume or outfit he or she Is wearing* 
3* Have mulls walk like any of the following*
a* A drum major after a victorious football 
game.
b* A burly policeman*
c. A wooden soldier*
d. a shy school girl*
•* A woman with tight shoes*
f* A barefoot boy on a hot pavement*
g. A very proud elderly gentleman*
h. A prim old maid with her dog*
6* Have posture games.lg
a* * delect as •Posture Han* the student with 
best posture In each row* Have him alt In 
a chair directly in front of the row facing 
the class* Each •Posture Man* must mimic 
the posture of the students In his row* If 
any student in the row has his feet draped 
around the chair, the TPosture Man* for 
that row must mimic hie action* Watch the 
•Posture Men1 for your row. the row that 
can manage to avoid all posture faults and 
keeps its •Posture Man* * sitting pretty* 
wins* ^ 9
b. •'Select a student with good posture* Let 
him be the leader* The class must follow 
him, doing exactly as he does* He should
^See page 24*
183ee pages £3 and 24*
IBPowers and Martin, Xopr ftoeeeh. VII, 23-24*
mlead the class through activities for good 
posturet standing, sitting, walking. Tot 
example, he might walk around the room 
balancing a booh on hi® head.*”0
7. Have pupil® take posture exercise®. Suggestion® may 
b® found in Powers and Martin, Xaur 3p.aoh. VII, 
page® 16-21.
S. Have nosture charts and let each pupil rate himself 
on the chart. Sample posture chart® may be found In 
Powara and Martin, tfoe.cb.
0111 * T*°: PfriwrrTtUon *s& S m e i m s s m 21
Speech Alaes
1. To encourage the pupil to observe and describe 
accurately.
2. To develop the rmpll*® imagination so that hie 
mind can construct end give font to new Ideas 
or pictures.
S. To develop an appreciation of beauty as found 
In pictures, poems, nature, ©t cetera.
4. To increase the pupil1 s vocabulary^? so he may 
have added power to express his Idea®,-with 
epeclal reference to those Ideas that have been 
developed through observation and Imagination 
In the course of this unit.
Bcfcrcnof (for the teacher)?
Powers and Martin, X2M£ Speech. VIX, 67-68.
^Powers and Martin, Your speech. VII, 28-*24.
f^See page 58.
22see page 38.
llBS, Llmltt Four woeka.
SBgBTCflLttfl MftHtfUfi S M  Materials:
1. the unit may toe presented immediately after a unique
program has been given In ttoo student assembly. 
Motivate the student to talk about what be has seen 
and heai*d at the pro pram,
g. Clae<i discussion* may be held regarding the followings
a, Agrees la ti on for new furniture that baa Just 
been presented to the Junior high school*
b. Appreciation for a new picture or niece of 
statuary that has been presented to the 
Junior high school.
0* Observations regarding new additions being 
made to the school, e.g., a new swimming 
pool, new olasgrooms, at cetera.
Thaso discussions may serve as a motivation for an 
assignment of descriptive talks.
3. Ask the pupil to present a descriptive talk, e.g., 
description of some building with which all of the 
our? 11 e are faailar; description of a well-known
scene, ot cetera. The talks may be presented as a
PSguessing passe. After each puoll completes his 
speech, he may ask the class what he has described; 
then, if he so desires, he may be privileged to hold 
a brief discussion about his subject. '
4. Ag a result of t)ie descriptive talk, the pupil will 
probably realize the need of a larger vocabulary. In*
PR-**See page 38.
order to stimulate the pupil's Interest In ineroaelniS 
hie vocabulary,^ the teacher way read a selection
from £|a& £l22M at Mf&UM}
•Great rate, snail rate, lean rate, brawny rate, 
Brown rate, blaok rate, gray rate, tawny rate, 
Grave old plodders, gay young frlatom,
Fathers, sothere, uncles, cousins.
Cooking tails and trickling whiskers,
Families by tens and doaens...*
--Robert Browning. 
Following the reading of the poem, the teacher way 
have & class discussion regarding the use of dowerlp~ 
tlve words.
6. Have a spell down of synonym®. The pupil way be
instructed to find a® many words weaning, •strange11, 
•beautiful*, "large11, etc. a® possible. The pupil 
Is to faailiarise himself with these words, so he 
will have to use no paper during the spell down.8®
6. Af*k the pupil to make Imitations of mechanical noises 
or of sounds from nature. Example a 2
a. Ticking of a clock.
b. The roar of ocean waves.
e. The sound of an ambulance siren.
d. The sound of the steam exhaust from a
locomotive.
page 38.
^See page 38.
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e. The ©all or song of certain bird®, (e.g., 
crow, dove, owl, robin, thrush, woodpecker).^®
f. The sound of animals, (e.g., cat, dog, lion,
cat, horse, serpent)
27
7. Have word games.
a. **Whom am I?** Garae s
nSelect one pupil to be * it*. He chooses a 
famous character and isnya: 1 Whom am I?
My last name begins with M ’« As soon 
as you have thought of one you may ask 
the leader one question. For example, 
suppose you think of the famous musician, 
Mozart. You may ask: ’Are you a
musician?1 The student who is ’it* 
must say I *No, I am not Mozart.1 Xf 
ho cannot think of a mslclan whose 
name begins with M, you will be allowed 
a free question, Iruch as: * Are you
living in this country?1 Th© game ©on* 
tlnues until a student says; 8Are you 
an explorer?’ The ’it’ student then 
must admit: 8X am Magellan I1 The student 
who asks the correct question becomes
it.*28
b. * Name Four*4 Games
MThe first student turns to the second 
and calls out a *or& such as ’dwelling1. 
The second student must answer immediate­
ly with the names of four different 
kinds of dwelling: bungalow, palace,
igloo, tepee. The second student the*, 
turns to the third and cells out a 
word such as 1 animal* • the third mist 
furnish four names of animals. The 
frame continues around the class.
c. Other suggestions may be found In Powers and 
Martin, Your Speech, VII, 92, 116, 117.
8. Head poems to the class, asking them to see each of 
the word pictures. Hxaropless Hubert Browning, Pte$ Plnep
page 30.
27s#e page 38.
HSpowers and Martin, Your 8t?cech. 67—68.
39Ib^d., 68.
6*
at HjiWrtlBt Bdwerd Lear, J£e Horrible C ^ ) 30 Louell*
c. Pooi e ,  tba, J 3auaataat£aSi3 0  J « w w «  w. Ril e y ,  S s e s s S X
Man.
Cnit Three; Choral Heading
Speech Alas:
1* To encourage the pupil to use Imaginative 
material in speech.^*
2* To eliminate the pupil* s feelings of strain and 
stress, embarrassment, selfwoonsolousneee, eto., 
by allowing his to work in a group.^®
5* To develop the pupil1© sense of speech rhythm*****
4. To develop the pupil* s ability to react swiftly
to meaning and mood of words spoken,^
5. To develop further the pupil*© appreciation of
what is good In poetry.
6. To teach the pupil to memoriae by the whole 
method.
References (for the teaoher):
Gladys Borohers, IfjLttiMt *4-81
Celeste V. Pod a and Hugh Seabury, Speech. VII,
Chapter VII.
Marjorie Gull an, T&& jjpM&h isMilU <Hew fork:
Harper and Brothers, 1957). The entire book.
**?3ee page 30.
See page 3©.
~§Sce pages 23-27•
33«arJorle Oullan, The speech gtolc, (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1937}, 9. Cited hereafter as: Chilians Speech
9.
Choir.
"*Ibld
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Time H a i t i r»ur eeeka.
■PwmsWfl Mfciteftg & M  B&ss&ks>l&t
1 . Read to the class tine Indian Rhyme, Old Timcomwook.
¥s<U9l«W Han ( m  Jaaasil la Education. Bulletin Md. 9 , 
California state Demrtnent of Education). Have a 
clan® discussion regarding* ceremonial dances, tom- 
tome, ete» Then, let part of the ©lass softly heat 
out flth their hands the imitation of a tom-tom and
36
the remainder of the class read the poem in rhythm*
2* Let the pupils read In unison simple nueery rhyme a
In order to learn rhythm*
3. Let the p u pII* read In unison ouch select lone as8
Perrle-Merrle pixlTf Pomlnl (in Marjorie Oullan'e 
Bpgefth Shoir. pajre 38).
In Come de Animals (in Marjorie Oullan*a Speeoh 
Choir, page 9).
J&£. Moon Id JskS. M M f l i l U  £figfe3Lg. Vaotael 
Lindsay*
Help the pupil e to pane© the rhythm*5^  of the poetry*
4. Head aloud to the elans some of the pupil*e favorite 
poems* ntscuee the taught and rhythm of each poem* 
Let the pupils decide which of the poeme will be most 
suitable for the ©lees to read in unison*
5* Let each pur>il bring to elafes a short, simple poem, 
which he feels has rhythm. Ask him to writ© the poem
®5Dodd and Seabury, i>U£ 3u<M».eh. 2 6 2.
See pare 38.
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cm ths blackboards then let the clas*? read the poem 
In mticoa.
6. Divide the elass In two groups, according to their 
voice quail ties,— light and dark* fake a poem ao
JE&s. Z lsaM  & &  PwcW st& J&s&os. by m a re a  i>«» m«i,#
(in Marjorie Qullan*a The Speech Sholr. 00-98)4 Lett 
one group read the first three line© of the stanza* 
then have both groups speak the refrain, (the last 
line of eaoh stanza).
7. Let the olas© read a ballad with a refrain, e.g*# 
Oliver Wendell Holaea* Bella(l g£
(in Marjorie Chilian's She Boeweh Choir. 185-126).
Have various pupils do the solo parts, then let the 
entire group do the refrain.
8. Divide the class Into light, medium, and dark voices, 
and have them read John Masefield* a adventure poem. 
Cargoes, (in Gladys Borohers* Living Speech. 80-81). 
The light voices may read the first verse describing 
the *&alntinepe and lightness of the cargo”j the 
medium voices, the second Verse exemplifying "state­
liness and splendor"; and the dark voices may give 
the last verse, depleting strength.3*7
9. xhen the pupils become thoroughly familiar with a 
particular poem, ©cleat various ones to act as leaders 
for the group*
10. Take care not to show any preference or partiality 
to any pupil or pupils In the group. Divide the
37j>odd and Aeabury, CHir ftpeeeh. H$0»
“honors of being lender and having solo parts** Juet 
as Buoh as possible* Xn other words, lot each p u p H  
feel he is going to have his "turn**
Suggestions for other poems to be used for ohersl 
reading are as follows8
Richard Brown, The **£££% gaE&ggg.
Robert Browning, Chanticleer
r. Davidson, Baj^arg
Rudyard Kipling, fiteMMffll
Rudyard Kipling, Brookland Roijid
Rudyard Xlpllner, .frofflftfig.U J2QE
Rudyard Kipling, Thorn&old* s Bong
Vaehel Lindsay, A Dlrae j&E. &  MttftH
Vachel Lindsay, The Lion
Vachel Lindsay, The Sea Serpent*8 Ohantgy
Walter de la &&?£, Andy Battle
Walter de la Mar**, &Z2M. SiattlBfl
' alter de la Mare, Off the Oroupd
Walter de la Mare, Oliver (girls)
Walter de la Mare, £2M  JSbs SM  ZtiLasa 
Walter de Xa Mare, The Lost Bhoe
Walter de la Mare, The Old Soldier 
Walter de la Mare, Them 
Alfred Noyes, VorJOi S X M b M  -SfifflWR 
G. r a m ,  2te B M  H a a  J i M  JEisa E l e n h a n t
Wlllian ahrfces-peare, Oyer H13UU Oyer Bale 
William Bhakesneare, 2 M  gag'g .Ssag 
William dhakesp*arc. When Jtelcles Hang
«8
V. Stoke*, Bttga
Alfrefl Lord Tennyson, The Owl
Alfrod Lord Tennyson, Swimaor in Ooalng (girls)
Unit Four: gKaajftaa ftraaatlo.
feifsft Ma&»
1. To got the pupil to act naturally without a 
feeling of self-consciousness.^®
2. To develop the pupil * a ability for self-expression.
3. To teach the child hov? to work cooperatively III
_ _ ^  3©& group.
References (for the teacher):
Gladys Borchers, blvli^g bpefiptu Chapter 10.
Allew Craig, aRfigfifc j£M. Chapter 81.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh F. Seabury, Ov^ r ftoeetffiu
Chapter 15.
*. L. Ward, Creative Dramatics (Hew Xork? Appleton
Company, 1930). The entire book.
H a s  i Four weeks.
Suggested Methods and Materials:
1. nAe the teacher names each of the following settings, 
the tvupIIs will visuall&e, as though the scenes were 
In real life, the foreground, the middle ground, and 
the background of the scene.
a. A large boat; other near-by boats; a au&set 
in the distance.
b. a mountain cabin; a mountain path and trees; 
a sunrise In the distance.
e. A ranch or a farm in a valley; other ranches 
or farms on surrounding hills; an approaching 
rain storm.
5?9ee pages 23-27.
^see p a ^  3ft.
ft* W *  exteriors of a southern colonial hemet 
gotten fields in the middle distances a e&jf 
filled with cumulus tldudgt*®
ft* M k  the pupil to work out a pantonine of an lam^M&ir
character. In planning the pantonine, he will arrange
to glwe Just the tirtad of a story or a plot*
Suggestion for oharaotore41 ares
a. Goblin
b. Fled Piper
c. Wiaard
d. Pirate
e. Hobgoblin
f. Brownie
g. Giant
h. Knehantrees
1. witch
J. Fairy Queen 
Have the pupil give a short introductory speech before 
presenting hie pantonine. Hie announcement should 
Include such information ast
a. the setting.
b. the time.
e. Atmosphere and mood.
d. Special imaginary properties.4^
3. Ask each pupil to choose a partner and present a
dialogue (in their own words) from a well-known play.
*®Cvftig, Junior amftto i£Sft* e96* 
rrSee page 31.
^Craig, ftiploy Bpeeoh Arts.. 298.
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Suggestion* for dialogueoI
a. Franklin and Deborah from Constance Arey *
Maokay'« j&stiftiftto smajisUn# ime/msm*
b. Pedro and Little Brother fro© E* MePadden* e 
Why the Qhirae Hang,
e. Infanta and Duchess fro© Vail Matter* o ffof
m a l M k a r  a t -Ska i a t e s J a *
d* Wee Willie Winkle and "Cormy** fro© B. K. Hartley
and G* M. Power*e Wee Willie Winkle,
e* Alice and Carrol from Alice Gerstenberg*» Alice
An *
f* Bobby end Betsy from Percivale Wilde* & Tim Toy
4. Divide the class into groups of two or three end ask 
them to present such eeenes ass
a. Knrve of Hearts stealing the tarts* 
b* Priscilla ©pinning.
o. One of the Seven Dwarfs protecting Snow-White 
from the poisoned apple*
d. Peter Pan greeting Wendy for the first time* 
e* Evangeline discovering Gabriel.
5. Have Informal dramatisations. Proceed as follows %
a. Tell the class a story,— emphasising the 
essential parte* 
b* Let the puoile divide the story into pictures 
or eoenes*
o. Have a discussion of what should take place 
in each scene*
d. Let volunteers from among the Cla«* act out 
one scene as they think It should be do m o ­
using their own words*
#• Bevelop criticism by the other children wIHi 
suggestions for Improvement, 
f* Here a second acting of the scene for improve­
ment*
g* Let each of the other scenes be worked out 
ia the east* wanner* 
h* See that every pupil has a chance to try out 
many parts*
1* W a y  the story through ©any time®* Change 
it often according to the criticism# until 
the pupils recognise the result as a produc­
tion of their best effort*
J* With the help of the pupils# adapt the play 
to good oral stylo* 
k* Lot the group assign definite parts to be 
learned for the final performance*
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Impersonate a well-known character from literature#”  
e*g«# Alice in Wonderland# The Hatter# Tiny Tim# $ed 
Hiding Hood, etc*
Produce original playlets furthering the central idea 
of school campaigns, a*g*# Campaigns for Better Speech# 
Fire Prevention# Clean-up Week# Thrift# etc*
e the discuss ion of Hill1 s study on pages 3  and 99
. Ghapt*. V 
Smsm as. am m  sss. m t am m  sm§ & 1
gnsrsaulglto; Seventh Grad© speech course (on© semester) 
fiiaaA M e ^  Aims To train the pupil to apeak effectively
1* In the classroom.
2* In social situations*
3. Before an audience*
.fessm? & & & * &  M a >
1* To develop poise*2
g* To establish good habits of visible and audible 
speech*
3* To develop simplicity, sincerity, and directness 
In maimer of speaking*
4* To assist the pupil In learning to appreciate and 
develop good manners and correct forms of social 
conduct.3
B* To develop the pupil1© ability of collecting, 
organising, and presenting subject matter*
Unit Ones Visible Acgj&a £2£ Speegh 
$5£ & £& A|£&3
1* To develop pole© while sitting, standing, and 
walking*
*Thia eighth grad© speech course is to be required of all 
eighth grade pupils, and is to be two semesters in duration* 
There will be five olass meetings per week, and each class will 
be composed of approximately 35 pupils* Bo text book is to be 
used*-
rsee page 26.
See page 38*
2. So turn wMuHngful gestures.
3* *o w—  bodily wttas4 fop the followings
*• Apppoaehlng an audlenee. 
b» standing on the stage.
On Bitting on the stage.
A. Leaving the stage.
e. Speaking in formal situations.
f. Sneaking in Informal situations. 
Referencess(for the teacher)s
Gladys Borchsrs, Living Speech. 14-32.
Alioe Craig, gttfll&S JRM8& Arte. Chapter 2.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Banbury, Opr Bpeeoh. 121-129. 
David Powers and Busanne Martin, four Speech. VIXX, 
13-22.
time Llalt: Four weeks.
Buggestt d MsStailfi an& Materlales
1. Let each pupil *aet out*1 a brief scene; then let the 
class sues a what he ie doing. Emphasise that every 
action should be meaningful in order for the audience 
to understand definitely the idea or character the 
pupil is portraying. Suggestions for those individual 
pantoaInes are indicated in the following lists
5
a. Individual pantomines for girls8
(1) Model a dress.
(2) Go to the beauty shop for a flngerw&ve. 
I sh page 23-27.
®Dodd and Seahttry, pur Mb8££&* 1PB*
m(») Bak« & cake.®
(4) Set the table for luncheon*^
(») Serve tea to friends*®
(6) Pick flowers and arrange them in a vase*® 
(?) Attend a tea*
(6) Press a dress*
(0) Try to attract the attention of someone 
across the room*
a(10) Set a room in order for expected guests*0
(11) Decorate a Christmas tree*
(10) Head an exalting story*
(13) Sit for a portrait painting*
(14) Buy a hat*
(18) Sell cakee at a benefit*
(16) Make some candy.®
Cl?) Head the funny paper*
(18) Wash and dry the dishe®*®
(10) Practice a piano lesson*
(80) Sell piece goods in a department store*
?b. Individual p&ntomine® for boys5 .
(1) 8© on a fishing trip*
(2) Train a dog to Jump through a hoop*®
0(3) Build a oaap fire*
(4) Service a ear*
(8) Practice striking at a baseball.9 
£gee pages 31*3?.
gjiftd-t 129*
9See page 30*
(6) Change a tire on an automobile.
(?) Practice driving a golf hail.
(8) Mew the lawn.
(9) Catch a chicken.
(10) Hang 4 picture.
(11) Try to start an old car*
(12) Practice throwing a baseball#
(13) Bt&nd on the street corner and try to 
thumb a ride.
(14) Sell coca-cola at a football game.
(15) Explore an underground carem.^
c* Additional suggestions may be found in Sorchere, 
iivin£ <&&£&§&* 29-31.
£. * Select a member of the class to be the narrator and
present world—famous picture® In pantomines. While 
the narrator tells thus story of the picturet the author, 
the kind of picture It is* and where it now hangs* 
a group may be arranged to represent as nearly as 
possible the original picture* A few of the pictures 
which may be used are s
Feeding Her Birds 
Whistler1s Mother 
Bir Oalahadfs Mother 
3ir Galahad 
Joan of Are 
The Song oef the Lark 
The lanes of the Hympha 
A Heading from Homer. **X,L
&# Let each pupil act out a sport at ordinary speed and 
then do it in 1 slow motion0.
4# Haws pupils demonstrate good sitting and standing
IPpositions on the stape.'
*°See page 30.
UlblA. - Our Sues ch. 129. 
^See
6* Have implli practice spprcsehlng an audience and leav­
ing an au&iencs.
6* Hava eaeh pupil impersonate hi* favorite movie a tar 
or soma weXX-knom parson, either its national or city
u f « . w
7* Let each pupil present a nantomlne, using contrasting
amotions. Suggestions for pantomimes may be found In
Podd and Seabury, Our aneeo^s. 183.
8. Let each pupil select a well-known character from
literature; ask M m  to portray the character so 
effectively that the class will he able to guess 
which character is being presented. Characters may 
be selected from any of the following stories8
Katherine Adams, Had Caps an4 Lille* 
Cervantes, Adventurse sL £a& vUf-mP* 
Winston Churchill, Thg £j&gjyj 
Paul Leicester Pord, Janice Mcrefflth 
Mary Johnston, Jo Have and J& WftlA 
Rudyard Klpllnp, Captain Coutiumqub 
Howard ryle, Hoblnahood stories from Robin
a. Adventure - storles:
Hood
Mark Xwain. Tore Sawyer 
Hark Twain, Connecticut Yankee 
Btmwra Edward White, Blazed Trail 
Owen dieter. The Virginian
wb. Animal18 Stories8
Herbert Beet, Samwa tee Hunter 
F. Clark, Valiant Dava 
Bather B. Barling, Baldy of Home 
Herbert Felix, Pray Eagle 
Judith Gautier, Memolrs'ofa White
Elephant 
Will Jafflea, awinf the Caw 
Rudyard Kipling, Haw the Elephant got Hia
H a m
Rudyard Kipling, ^ S .  SafeBlSiBSSS 
Jack London, Call of the Wild
Arthur Olivant, gaftat. M  Sxmi figUAft 
Louise de la Kaaee, 2 M  MS SSSO&MUL 
Felix Sal ten, BsS&A» £SSSSL MS &  2SM£
E m u t  »eton, gAgKEftBlg MS &  9&M&Z,
Albert Terjiune, Lad, j|
n a
o. Btorias about Faraoua Peoples
ixrniaa U. Aloott— «*£ Zl£aS S S S M M  
Christopher Columbua— Coluiabua and the Egg 
Thomas A. Edison--Hie frain laboratory 
Benjamin Franklin— how He Paid for the
SfaiUUfc
Abraham Lincoln— Siting; S l « W  SS£. ISM 
Henryr Wadsworth LongfiSllow— HIe Flrat Poem
Sir Valter Raleigh— S&B& SSStrJS.SlZ 2STBttfl
Queen
*®See Table VI, page SO.
16See pages 27-20.
#&• Pioneer 3 tori© s t■^
Jamas Boyd, Pruma
H arriet Campbell, Bed Qoat and tfea Hue 
Baohel F ie ld , Calico Buph 
Bhelba Hargreaves, Heroine o f the Prairies  
Emerson Hough, vfinamft, Smm 
Stephen Meader, Longshanks 
Elsie S in is te r , ^  M  SSdpESteE 
Everett Tossllsen, JaftiiiHM M M  MM  S sm a  
©. Stories of Courage
Mary Hayaond Shipman Andrews, J&ft Courage
of .ftfoe;
Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews, The Perfect 
Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews, His Soul <foeq
f. Stories of War and Scouting:3*®
Aitaheler, £>& gaj4»ft M M  SmaSffflg
is
g. Stories of Home Life:
Louisa M. Alcott, Little Men. 
t*>uig>a M. Aloott, Ljttilg *omn 
h# Stories for Special Occasions:
Charles Pickens, The Christmas Parol
(Christmas)
Charles Dickens, The Goblin Who Stole &
Saxton (Christmas)
VftBee Table VI, page 30* 
See pages 30 and 3i;
8»*h 8*wyer Durand, TJjg, Voysga o£ J^S. iSft
Red Can (Christmas
O. W. Holme, OJieiatai** Everyday (Chriett®*) 
William l>ean Howells, turkey Turning ffi$f
Ififej-Rg (©la^#*e*B> 
Rudyard Kipling, ftsreeharoh Flit (Hallow** 0*1} 
Walter de la Mare, Breoaetleka (Hallow**on) 
Howard Pyle, How the Qoo^ ©lfte Were Uaefl 
JtoCJEaa (CHrletnae)
P. R. Stockton, ftS & K J t, Js&SS.
(Christasas)
Oecar Wilde, J&b, Babkin** 21*0$ <£»»«•**> 
Oeear Wilde, JJjs 3*m*h Plant (EaeterJ
9. Have pantonines presented, exemplifying simple social
IQ
courtesies, e.g., greeting a guest, offering him a 
chair, a boy seating a girl at the table, etc*
10* Dlseusp the Importance of bodily action In conveying 
thought. Biecuss radio program® from this standpoint.
11. Discuss why gestures are made; who makes gestures; when 
to make gestures; how to make gestures. Suggestions 
may be found in Craig, Junior Speech Arts* £1-2$, and 
Dodd and Seabury, Our Speech* 124-125. 01 ve example®
of various types of gesture.
12. Tell the pupils to give individual pantomime® Hwith 
words**. In other words, they will be giving original 
monologues, but will be approaching their assignment 
from the viewpoint of bodily action. (Tnle exercise
ia
*Sse page 39*
sho«ld> aid tbs pupil In developing hi a origg|Mll'tJY 
«#4 lo u U f  effMtlTC bodily action with words In 
ordor to expose hts Ids&a).
13. Begin to eooMns bodily notion with spoeoh by allowing 
vth* pupil to grlvo explanatory talks. In tolling how 
something works or how a gaoe im played,20 the ohlld 
should be oars tnellned to use big movements of his 
hands, his anas, legs, or perhaps his entire body.
Unit twos VqVgft SSL Jfrtftfife
Speeeh Aiost
1. hake the pupil realise the Importance of a good
voice In getting along with people and in achlev-
01
ing success* *
2m Create the desire in the pupil to have a ©leap# 
agreeable voice*
3* Acquaint the pupil with the various voice qualities 
In order that he may analyse hie own voice* dis«- 
eover Its weakness, and endeavor to improve It* 
BtfM^aceB (for the teacher):
Gladys Bore here. Living feaeeeh * Chapter 5.
Alice Craig* Junior flpecefa ftr*#* Chapters 3, 4, and 3. 
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh F. Seatoury, Our feeeeh.
Chapters 3 and 4*
David Powers and Suaanne Martin, Your gpafiah* VXX2* 
44*50; 76*81; 90*103g 129-135.
JsMSS. Limits Four weeks*
gOSM page 30*
^See pages 85*07.
T O
Methods and
1. The teacher may interpret the voices of several 
characters in order to give examples of the seven 
vocal qualities* Following are suggestions regarding 
types of voices and characterss
a * Fal ae tto voice
(1) h shrillp t h in  voice of an irritable 
old woman.
(a) High pitched voice of a small child*
b. Kasai voice
<1) Ignorant* lazy, middle-aged woman,
e. Orotund voice 
{!) Orator 
d* Pectoral voice 
{1} Ghost
(2) Person dying.
e. Asnirate
(1) Girl telling a etbry.
(2) A little boy expressing extreme fear*
f. Guttural voice
{1} Angered soldier.
(?) Revengeful motorist.
g. Normal voice
(1) A hero.
(2) A kind young lady.
2. If a recording apparatus is available, use the play­
back to play records illustrating tyrsoe of voices.
S9 Mate a record of each pupil§ s voice. Analyse the pupil1® 
t«ie» and dhow tew it can te improved.
4* the above demonstrations may serve as a motivation 
for a discussion of the requisites of a normal voice. 
Characteristics which may be discussed ares
a. Clear
b. Flexible
e. Forceful
d. Resonant
e. Well-modulated.
6. Give tte pupil general breathing e x e r c i e e a w i n g  
him to use the type of "normal1 breathing most suitable 
for him. (fhe teacher may refer to Wesley A. Witeell’s 
*An Experimental Study of Controlled and Uncontrolled 
Breathing* la G. W. Gr&jr'a Exneriiaental ghonstlen.
99-164, for suggestions regarding types of correct 
breathing.)
6. Ask the pupil to go to a "movie*j then have him 
describe the voice changes of tee actors.^
7. "Describe the voice changes of the most interesting 
person^- you know. *g4
8. Have the pupil describe his own voice, first as it sounds
to him as he speaks, and then as he hears his own voice
over the recording machine. Let him tell what te is
<35
doing to improve his voice.
t* Ash the pupil a to go to a
large gathering and describe the different vole#® the y 
hear*-
10. Kara the pupil describe the heat radio volee lie ha# 
ever heard*
11* Ask the pupil to ear, *Di& you see Pick last night?* 
giving ae many meanings a* he can*
12* A«k each pupil to say the sentence, 1 This ie the beet 
voice X can use1*. Let each pupil stand (using good 
posture) and repeat the sentence* Ash the remainder 
of the? pupils to listen to the speaker* s voice and 
rate him according to these points?
13. Have the pupil utter sentences requiring different 
degree* of volume. Encourage him to speak loudly
to be heard, but not so loudly that his voice 
is unpleasant* the following situations nay be used 
for the exercise as
Have the pupil speak to one of hi® friends-*- 
&. In the same seat of a bus* 
b* In a large outdoor party* 
c* In the same seat of a train* -
d. From the stage of a large auditorium, 
e* Across a large living room*
a* X® the voice clearly heard4?
b* Xs the voice meaningful?
c* Is the voice well-modulated?^
**•» M x laa  SsasaZi 69
f. Across a mall living room*
g. Across the desk in M e  teacher1* of flee*
h- Aero as the table In a library
14. Encourage the pupil to apeak el early and distinctly*
Th* tongue twisters lleted in Borehers, Uvimt Spaaafa. 
48-49, say be ubed for the exercise*
15* Have the pupil practice using Mamny different appropriate
pa
voice qualities* Encourage him to make hie sentences 
Interesting and meaningful to his listeners* Sugges­
tions for sentences may be found In Borohers, Ely lug 
Speech* S3*
16. Play the game^ of echo in order to Improve the pupil’s 
control of volume* Begin by having two pupils stand­
ing very close together. Ask one pupil to say anything
like, *who‘s going to pltoh for us today?** the other 
pupil who is the "echo* must repeat the phrase exact­
ly- Each pupil then takes about ten steps in the 
opposite direction* How, at the distance, of about 
twenty paces, have the first pupil say something else*
The "echo* must repeat it exactly. Let them see how 
far away they can get and still be heard**^
17. Let each pupil test his voloe-pltch^ as follows3 \
Have him go to the piano, and find on the keyboard 
the note Middle C. Then, strike the note, B (Just
fglbld*. 52.
~~3eepage 38.
5?Cralg, Junior Bneeoh Apts* 53*
^Powers S m  martin7 xpjjyf 49.
mbelow siddle C). Have him say aloud his muse, and
ask his to listen carefully to see If he speaks
naturally with this B as his central note,— that Is ,
the middle of his voice range. If not, have him try
OP «T«n A OP Ab. or, try 0, C, or «ven O .30 Le*
him experiment until he finds hie natural voice pltoh.
If the pitch of the voloe is too high {i.e.,
middle C or above), “have him gradually and easily
plane the pitch down a half-note, or even less at a
time* Use the slightly lower degree of pltoh for the
space of a week or a month before you lower the pitch
still more. Bo not force the speaking voice pitch,
either up or down, several notes at a time.*
If the pitch of the voloe is too low, have the
pupil follow the same plan as Wfjjbeve, only raise the
34pitch a very slight degree each time.
1?. Have the pupil become familiar wife Webster8 s guides 
to pronunciation. Suggestions may be found in Craig, 
Junior Speech Agtat. 63-83.
18. Test the pupil8® ability to look up words in the dic­
tionary.3® Have him find fee meanings and the correct
32Cralg writes: “Boys8 voices, unless changed into the
deeper tones of manhood, usually arc of the same pitch as the 
girl®8 voices. However, some boys have a voice-pitoh a degree 
or 80 lower than the average. With the change of a boy's voice, 
the centralising note is transferred to about an ootave lower. 
Girl®8 voicee, too usually deepen a little in pitch ae the girl® 
knto womanhood0. Oraig, Jffl&j&x: ■§£&££& &£&§.» 83.
L«, 88.
53.
>m page 38.
« ' ~ sj
prommdstions of the words3* listed bslow:
■MeiMMt cafeteria
^«olul«ly character is tl es
abstract ©hatauqua
atftoie ohoir
adjustment circumstance a
advertisement congratulations
affirmative consequences
alumni conservatory
amendments eesc^ iuuous
analysis cooperative
apparatus coupon
architecture deferred
articulate dictionary
athlete duty
aunt education
aviator efficient
banquet England
brooch English
burglaries envelope
excavation newspaper
exhibition opponents
February opportunity
forehead orchestra
the direction of William Scott dray of the Uhlver-
slty of Chicago, th* author selected froa eighth grade word 
lists, one hundred of the most difficulty words to pronounce.
The Ust amours in Mary Ooetes, g»nd«menwai a Speech Course 
fng she Junior High School. M. A. Thesis. University of wisoorisin 
zSS Cl^I C m s  liif nu been reproduced with some modifies* 
tlons by Gladys Berehers In her boofc, Living Speech.
wfortunate ordinary
fraternal overalls
generation parachute
guarantee policy
gymnasium poultry
humble practically
humor proces©
industry quiet
Inhabitant quite
injunction really
inquiry recognise
institution refuse (noun)
insurance reliability
insure renewal
interested romance
interesting route
justifiable sacrifice
library sanitary
literature senator
minority successor
necessary temperature
negative temporary
neve theater
thoroughly width
unnecessary women
violin yacht
X9m Teach the oupII the phonetic chart an It appearft in
Wise, HcBumey, Mallory, Btrother, Temrle, Eaundati^ft
88
at Speech (edited by J. U. 0'S»U1), page 32. SriU
on the sounds In concert, than with each pupil in the 
38class. Point to different symbols on the chart 
after it has been put on the blackboard* and call for 
the sounds. Then give the sounds and have the pupils 
point to the symbols.**® Call on individual a for words 
containing the different sounds.40 
SO- In teaching speech rounds, insist upon the pupils using 
small mirrors to see the lip and tongue positions.
SI. In the study of individual sounds* ask th© pupils to 
bring additional word© and sentences containing these 
sounds^ Then have them read them aloud.
Unit Threes Social Conversation and Interviews 4
SJ2SSS& Ajaa:
1. To encourage the pupil to say th® right things 
at the right time and say them well.
To encourage the pupil to take an interest In the 
activities and thoughts of others.
3. To make the pupil realise th© Importance of good 
conversation aa a meane of securing social approval.
4. To encourage sincerity.
^Claude M. wise* James H. Mehurney, Louis Mallory* Charles 
R. Strother, w. J. Tewple, Foundations Qt Speech (New York: 
Prentice-hall* Inc.* 1941).
^»Harry dough* Lou sane Hcmsseau, Mary Cramer, and J. Walter 
Reavee. Effective 8neceh~Te.oh.ra*- jfenuftl (New Yorks Haroer 
and Brothers, 1930J* 33.
«gOou«h, Rouepeau, Crasaer and Beevee, Effective Soeaoh. 33. 
43Se# page 30.
0 ?
5* Tb teach the pupil to enjoy the pleasure of good 
conversation.
6. TO each th© pupil simple rules of etiquette*
T. To teach the pupil to plan hi® material and
approach in order to increase hi® effectiveness 
in Interview® and other purposive conversation®.
Gladys Bore hers, MzlBS Mm m h *  Ornpter 4.
Allc. Craig, iaaiae M s m s b  Arts. Chapter 24.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh F. Seabury, Our Speech.
Chapter 6.
David Power® and Su&ann© Martin, Ifour Bppeiyh. VXXI, 
136-141.
Time Limit? Four weeks.
3UgK8S*9S* “e.SftafiP. H M
1. The teacher may begin th© conversation unit in an
^indirect mannerH. At the beginning of the class period 
she may start an informal conversation with her pupils. 
(Care should be taken In selecting a subject that will 
be of interest to everyone in the classroom, e.g., 
a school carnival which everyone has Just attended; 
an H exciting*1 Rseembly program; an approaching vaca­
tion period, ©t cetera. Bhe motivates them to want 
to talk,— to tell where they have been, what they have 
seen or done. As the conversation progresses, the 
teaoher endeavors to draw as many pupils into th© con­
versation a® possible (without letting them know she 
1® making an effort to do so). Bhe try® to keep the
88
conversation continuous and animated. Then after about 
five or ten minute®, she asks the pupils, 1 What have 
to been doing? H The pupils realiase (usually in amaze­
ment) that the teachers has purpoaively been conduct­
ing a social conversation* A discussion of the 
qualities of a good social conversation ensues. The 
following points may be considered*
a. Be a good listener*
b. Pay attention to the person with whom you 
are speaking, and make him feel at ease*
0. Talk about things that are of Interest to 
all in the group.
d. Give and take compliments gracefully and 
tactfully.
e. Show a general Interest in other people, but 
do not be curious about their personal affairs.
f. Do not change the subject of" "conversation 
too often, nor too abruptly.
g. Avoid affectation.
h. Try to be Interesting.
1. Good conversation should 1 keen people still*.
j. Feel confident, but do not say so.
k. Use good Kngllsh.
1. Have an adequately large vocabulary to express 
yourself.
a. Be acquainted with many topics4*4 for conver­
sations
^Bee Table VI, page 30.
m(1) Current Event®
(ft) Travel
(3) Outdoor Activities
U ) Animals
(a) Religion
(6) Getting Hich
(?) Heme® and Famous People
(e) Museums, aquariums, exhibits and moe
(9) Humorous stories and jokes
(10) Inventions
(li) Personal experiences and ambitions
(12) Stories from magazines or books
(13) Motion pletures
(14) Flays
(15) Hobbies4®
bet the pupils elect a host or hostess for the speech
class. It is his duty to sit near the door, so he may 
be ready to greet visitor© and see that they are com** 
fortably seated.
3* Allow the pupils to have a tea or similar social gather-* 
ing while they are studying the unit on conversation.^® 
Preparing for a definite social function, they should 
be eager to learn certain social courtesies, for 
examplei
a. flow to greet people*
*®This method of introducing the conversation unit has been 
used by the author in the teaching of approximately 300 eighth 
grads pupils. In those particular groupe the method appeared 
to be qull* wsuccessful*4.
4&¥he author has tcmnd this a "successful* procedure in the 
teaching of eighth grade pupils (mentioned In note 45).
mb. How to introduce people.
e. How to acknowledge an introduction*
d. How to ask people to be served*
e. How to start conversations and keep them 
from lagging.
f. How to Invite someone to a party*
4. Speech teas may be held on such occasions ae,~~eele~ 
bratione of Better Speech Week, national Education 
?eek, et cetera.
6. Have spell downs in social forms.^ Select two
captains fro© the speech class, They, in turn, choose 
the members of their teams. MKach team member is to 
tell one social form. If he repeats on© that has been 
given, or does not know one, the captain of the 
opposite side gets to choose one member from the * loser* s1 
teaa. Each team attempts to get as many members as 
possible*
"On the day preceding the spell down, the teacher 
explains the order of procedure (as given above).
The students are told that they muet not have any 
written material which they can see during the 
spell down. If any question arises as to good, or 
bad social forms, the teacher imy explain that 
anything Is good for© that is *klnd to everyone9* 
Moreover, one can evolve good social form by 
consideration of others, and finding a good reason
40
for that particular situation or condition. °
^3e© cages 30,39.
48Ibid., 39-40% The Idea for this procedure was derived 
in a conversation with Dr. Gladys Borchers in April, 1934.
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0. Have the pupil celeot an interesting conversation
from a story or & play* Tell him to present the ©on-* 
versatlon to the ©lada and tell why he ©hose It. Any 
of the stories or plays listed on pages 74 -76  o f  this 
dissertation may be suggested for source materials*
7. Arrange a *Thrt He minds Me1 period for speech class*
Tell each pupil to prepare a short story or anecdote 
to tell to the ©lass* During the ©lass period, each 
pupil is to see if some story that is told reminds him 
of another story he can tell. Also, he Is to try to 
Introduce his anecdote by relating it to the last on# 
told.49
8. Have the pupil read an article in a magazine or booh, 
pertaining to the subject of conversation* The follow­
ing boohs and article® may be suggested to the pupils
J. M. Clapp, gaining Maineas, 288*384.
Alice Craig, Junior Soeecfy Arts. 341-356.
•Folks Who Talk Too Much", American Magazine. 
January, 1923.
F. H. Howes, "Training in Conversation", Quarterly 
Journal of April, 1989.
Grenville Kleiner, Hojg Tg Improve ^2U£ ^onveraatlon.
Henry Van Dyke, "Talkablllty", in Fisherman*!?
Duck.
^ . 50
10. Have skits exemplifying soc ■»d  courtesies.
a. In the home
gS&orohere, hiyliug Bp©©oh, 113*
3«e page 30*
mbs In the school halls
c. At the school doors
d. In t I m
6. At class plays.
f. At sohool picnics*
In n library.
Suggestions may be found in Cy^ig, Junior $p®eoh Arts. 
547-34B.
11 • Have humorous skits allowing the mistakes at such social 
occasions as listed under 10.
12* Have the pupil present a monologue, in order to acquire
fVI
variety of expression* Monologues may be selected 
from the following lists
Anonymous, jfeM J&S-
Witter Bynner, Kids.
T. A. Daly, TJig. Jfins a t  JtefeSfe*
Henry Van Dyke, The Maryland Sallow Throat.
Henry Van Dyke, Jj&a MBB. JSS2S22*
Eugene Field, J2jg. Limitations j£
Alfred P. Groves, The Little White Cat.
Ben King, Jane Jones.
Joseph C. Lincoln, Ampfr Kandy.
Bespie Morgan, * Specially Jim.
Wilbur D. Nesblt, Naaturohuma.
James whltooab Klley, A ffOJ1 e Mother.
James Whitcomb Hlley, The Life Lesson.
Nixon Waterman, I Got JEa I& Js2. School.
^See pages 30; 33-37.
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13. Haw each pupil select a partner for the following 
INi eta in  telephoningt
a. Dejaonstrate tew to oall a number correctly.
b. Give an order to a drug store or a grocery 
store.
e. I>eaonstrate tte  right response ‘hen a wrong 
number is  called* 
dm Call to inquire about a aide friend.
e. Hake an appointment to call on a friend.
f .  Ask information to get a number for you which 
you have been unable to get.
g. Invite  a friend to an Informal luncheon.**^
14. Let the class discuss the requisites for a successful 
business interview:
a. Plan carefully the approach to the subject 
matter
(1) Arrange the ideas in a defin ite eo»«* 
seoutiv© order 
(p) Know the order of procedure for the 
conversation.
b. Clearness.
o. Pleasing manner of speech,
d. Use of connectives?* such as:
(1) #Now* that is the f ir s t  reason.*
Cfl) MTherefore~~— *M 
s. Sincerity
f. Alertness—one should notice tew the other is  
grasping the ideas.
62Dodd and Seabury, Pur J&&M&♦ 190 •
04
g, Avoid exaggeration*
h* Be spontaneous and natural i f  being questioned 
by an employer* 
i* tTse sts^ght-ta-the-pGint words*
J* ^ork steadily toward your point* 
k* l)o not ta lk  too long at a time*
1* Avoid discussing non~e a senti al © • 
a* Speak frankly, and, as a rule, quickly. 
n« know when the conversation Is over and atop*
15* le t  the pupil te l l  about m  interesting interview he 
has had—showing Its  good and its  bad points*
16. Divide the ©lass into groups of two In order to work 
out business interviews. The following situations
. 03 may be used:
a. Fuoil so lic iting  advertisement for the a ll-  
school-play programs*
b. Boy applying for a position, as an office boy*
c. Boy applying for a position to sell newspaper©*
a. Boy applying for a position to se ll magazine*-* 
e* Pupil interviewing the speech teacher about
the possibility of getting a part in the a l l -  
sehool-play*
f. woman applying for a position aa a stenographer*
g. woman applying for a position as a teoher*
h* Woman applying for a position a® a hostess
on an a ir  line*
BSShese situation* are ones that have bean actually used 
by the eighth grade pupils of tooeevelt Junior High School, 
Oklahoma City, during the years, 1931-1935.
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i* Woaan Applying for a position a® a private' 
secretary.
J» Salesman interviewing a prospective buyer 
ot an electric refrigerator*
Unit Fouri j&gB: MMm$&
Speech AIs r ;
1* To quicken the pupil*« perception ©f dramatic 
cl tun tl one*
2. To develop the pupil1 s appreciation of good 
stories.
3. To teach accuracy and exactness In the presenta­
tion ©f subject matter.
ttB
4* To encourage the pupil to look at the group
when te llin g  a story* i .e . ,  not apart from the 
group &s in  acting.
References:
eila&ye Borchers, living: Speech. Chapter 0*
Alice Craig, Jnnlpy Sneeeh Arte. Chapter# 19 and 20.
flae Limit: Two weeks.
guggeated Metftodg and MataudaliH
1. Have the pupil make a H a t  of his favorite stories.
2. Ask the pupil to find a stcry or book that he thinks 
has an especially attractive t it le *  Have him explain 
whether or not the opening sentence stakes him mint to 
read further.
Celeste -V. 15©di and Hugh F. Sastaury, Opr Speech. 
Chapter 8.
See pages 83-27*
m3. Haw© & class discussion regarding the quail ties of 
good title.
4. Have each pupil draw a large clock face on the black­
board. Instead of numbers* ask him to draw tiny 
cartoons to show what experiences he was having at 
those hours, Then* he may tell what titles of stories 
these cartoons suggest.
3. Ask each pupil to pretend that he Is one of the char­
acters listed b e l o w . H a v e  him tell about his every­
day adventures*
a parachute jumper a snake charmer
a movie actor an Arctic explorer
& movie actress an airplane pilot
6. Have a class period for the telling of original stories.
7. Ask each puoll to prepare a story to tell to the class. 
The following may be used as a guide for his preparations
a. Head your story over aloud* enough times to 
become thoroughly familiar with every part 
of it.
b. Decide how much of the story you can tell 
effectively In the time allotted.
c. select the Incidents that you ape to Include* 
and arrange them so that they lead up to a 
climax.
d. Plan a beginning that at once will Interest 
every member of the audience.
e. Plan to describe the setting and the characters 
so that they will be perfectly clear to your 
listeners.
f. S/?c that your language Is appropriate to the 
story and to the audience. Often it is wise 
to master the author1© language. When certain 
word© or phrases are used several times* It
Is important to keep them exactly the earns.
If you do change soma of the language* try 
to keep the flavor of the original.
86s«e pages 27-P.9.
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g* Practice using your body to portray Afferent 
characteristic postures, movements, and 
facial expression® for each. Practice using 
your body to make the narration and the des­
cription clear*.•
h. Use changes in voice to help show differences 
in characters; use them also to make the 
narration and the description, clear..*
1. Us© your body, voice, and language to build 
up a feeling of suspense at appropriate points 
in the story.
J* Prepare a strong ending; do not drag it out 
too long, and be sure that your last words 
direct your listeners to the main point of
y o u r  story.
k* Rehearse your story alone, in a room as near 
as possible to the else of the classroom*
1. Ask a member of your family or some friend 
to listen to your story; ask him to criticise 
you and tell you frankly whether he thinks 
you are ready to present your story before 
an audience
- »
m* Source materials for stories may be found 
on pages 74-76 of this dissertation.
Unit Fivei
To improve the pupil1® ability to read aloud* 
To develop the vnipXl* $ ability to concentrate. 
To develop the pupil*a vocabulary*5®
SB
SQSgofc A2a£5 
1.
2.
3.
H&£e£gj3££g:
Gladys Borohers, Reading Aloud. Chapter VXX.
Mice Craig, Junior Chapter 15 and 17*
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Sembury, 0&£
Chapter &•
Time Limiti Three weeks*
®?Borchere, Living Speech. 230-231* 
jjfSee pages 23-27.
TOSee page 3B.
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jgWKKSff^a gatiH9^ MaUBLirti*
1. Diseusa the advantages of reading silently and reading 
aloud.
8. Hold class discussions pertaining to these topless
a. How reading aloud increases one's vocabulary.
b. Advantages of having a large vocabulary.
©• The number of meanings a word can have.
Suggestions may be found In Dodd and 0©&bury* Our 
JteMflfr* 38-39.
3. Have each pttpil select a story which he likes very 
much. Ask him to bring it to ©lass and explain why 
it is ©specially appealing to him. Suggestions for 
stories may be found in this dissertation, pages 74-76.
4. Let each pupil prepare his reading for oral presenta­
tion to the class. Suggestion® for preparation may 
be found in Borehers, Living Speggft. 168-172, namelys
a. Study the title. ••
b. Look up dictionary meanings of strange words...
c. Watch punctuation marks...
d. Head up on the author's life*
e. Head the eeleotion from which an excerpt le 
taken, if your reading Is part ©f a longer 
story or poem, you should read the entire 
selection.
f. Look up historical and literary references...
g. Clarify the geographical location in your 
mind. • •
h. Master the general idea...
i. Visualize the speaker...
J. Is there a listener*?
k. Plan bodily action and vole©...
1. Btudy the rhythm... 
m. See and feel word picture®... 
n. Bead aloud often, Head until you know your 
material so well that you will not stumble 
even if you lose your place*1.
m6* The teacher may read several poems*0® Then she asks 
the olaae to choose the poems they like best, and 
explain the reasons for their choice. Poem* may he 
selected from the following lists
ma# Poems upon which Jt&nglay1 $ study m s  based: 
George Abbe, Staraheeppr 
Franklin P. Ada*#, iteS& InS. l&Xfi 
Anonymous, Smitel**. M &  MsmX SOSM 
Anonymous, £  <2ma B,m«|
Margaret Emerson Bally, Whits Christmas
H. H. Baehford, WJHS& 2& 12& t o ^ M l  SfiS*
Frew
Thoaa* Lowell Beddoen, Press Pedlary
Hlllalre Belloc, Bier Baboon
Hillalre Belloc, Epitaph an B PPlit_l_aAa&
Hlllalre Belloo, Tarantella
Kill al re Belloc, The Yak
Lawrence Blnyon, Fo£ Mercy. Courage. Kindness. 
Mirth
Robert Bridges, Boring ££k £& IMIft
Charles Edward Butler, ££ Falcone 
Ruoert Brooke, Orantpheeter 
Bliss Carman, Hen and Hag 
wills Gather, Jo, Sorlngtlaa 
Elizabeth Coateworth, J’oam JjK&jLffig.
Pardriae Colum, An OJA wm m  Si 1 M  M M M  
Kelvin Crane, Bnoa Toward Svanlag
5?See pages 32-38.
61See pages 32-38.
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Stephen Crane, BJadM ££ M U  
Stephen Crane, Jfe®. Wayfarer 
W. H. D&vtea, Cant 
W. H. Davies, 
w .  H .  B & v lf tu *  F o r g lv e n e s a  
w .  H. Davies, Joy find Pleasure 
W. H. Baviss, Zmtmire 
W. H. Davies, J M s M
Tf. H. Davies, JaaiiX SA1I 
Emily Dickinson, A Cemetery 
E m i l y  D i c k i n s o n ,  l * m  ,$i$aciflar 
Emily Olehinaon, ja,SS$ HftteMS Ja Jbft 
Snrlne 
T. s. Eliot, Fog 
Raehel Field, jQja 21& CiBifBMfc 
John Could Fiatoher, J2& Groundewell 
John Freeman, The WafoEa 
Robert Frost, Cow £a Ajffilfi. & ■ £
Robert Frost, la Mealset 
Robert Frost, Ho thine £?M J&a JiSSL 
Robert Frost, Passing Gllftpja 
Hamlin Oarland, £a iSSS. J2& J1S&* 
sir w. S. Ollbart, Jhg. £a«gJZ E3S&.
Arthur Oulterman, Bleaslnga on L.U»t&a IlSJCft 
Arthur Cults man, X X lunlna t Ion 
Arthur Oulterman, la £& §s®M ISSfift
Arthur Oulterman, Little ,Lp,l3f. £lffi
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Arthur Guiteraan, 0& the Vanity of. Earthly 
tofttpeffg 
Arthur Guiterasan, Out of Work 
Arthur Guiterman, Running Water 
Thomas Hardy, »£& i& MsS.
Oliver Herford, G^lcmanaee 
Halph Hodgson, $ y e  
Ralph Hodgson, T£e BXJUiSXX 
Jrtoqb JoyoG9 All Day I Hear 
Ethel Kelley, I^e Got & Dog 
Rudynrd Kipling, Boots 
Rudyard Kipling, M .W ZlS . J&&
Frederick Locker-Lampson, A Terrible fiatfiaS
Andrew hang, Scythe Sqng
Edward Lear, me Horrible Cow
Vaohel Lindsay, John Brown
Vachel Lindsay, I*«dMegMi
Vachal Lindsay, me Unpardonable ,§|a
Honiel Long, Dead MSB Isll JBa J M M
Halter de la Mare, i U M i M
Walter de la Mare, J&£ HftUx
Walter de la Mare, 2 M  JlMWB
Walter de la Mare, 3ong o£
Walter de la Mare, summer lamteK 
Walter de la Mare, Tartars 
Walter de la Mare, Three Cherry M l  
Walter de la Mare, the. jWAW 
Edwin Markham, Brotherhood
John Masefield, 1 M 5 S &  St islm 1UXS£ 
John Masefield, Cavalier 
John Masefield, Lfflgk S M  £fc M l  
John Masefield, IfiSEX S S S S / m X t
John Masefield, We at Wfrttd
John Masefield, jaaaiLfijl Haimx 
Edgar lee Masters, Lucinda Matlock 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Autumn Chant 
Edna at. vineent Millay, City fre.ee 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Mil SSSMS 
Edna St. Vineent Millay, fhy gear free 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Song 
Edna St. vineent Millay, JM. Pnexnlerer 
Edna St. Vineent Mills y, m e n  the fear
ifeaaa 2 M
Laura E. Richard*, J2& Ambitious 
Laura E. Richards, 2 &  By^a^o 
Laura E. Richards, OinRhaB Umbrella 
Elizabeth Madox Roberte, Horse 
Elizabeth Madox Roberts, J&g 
Elisabeth Madox Roberta, Stranger 
Elisabeth Madox Robert#, $&£&
J8J8&'Q Rorty, She 
Carl Sandburg, jam. ESflMiiS 
Lew Efarettt 2 k  iaz Sail 
Le'.T Sarett, ftau; U W t  SSMM 
Lev Sarett, Jumping River SjtlQMS 
Edith Stillwell, Princess
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James Stephans, Chill of Eve 
James Stephens, the Shell,
Kdlth M. Thomas, jP£sfl$ Tonight
Jean S. Untewoeyer, Autump
Louie Untermeyer, Caliban As Cgaj. M B M
Jean S. Untermeyer, S J a m  M  M S m
Loui n Untersieyer, Pyayty
K. 0. Whit®, Marble Tor>
Humbert Wolf®, b^rushes
w. b. yeats, jay* .bssk .a£ JS& IsaaasAM 
tenzm
b* Story Poams?
Katherine hae Bates, Robift Hood an<l .r4TlIrmn 
a bale
Robert Frojtt, 1US Ssspjbs
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Ballad, of the
ftxtfrpgsaa*
ftudysrd Kipling, .Ssaga £i&
Rudyard Kipling, The Ballad St %*** and feat
RudyaPd Kipling, The IgAla& S£ AiSI. BSS-B
Kdne St. Vincent Millay, .Ballad s£ AiJS. J&S& 
Weaver.
6. Allow the pupil to prepare and present a pending for
some epeolal occasion (P.T.A. meeting, elub meeting,
etc> )•
7. "Let the olass ohoose a story that they all like. Each
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parson will prepare one section and the class will
flae Limits One week.
SttWMBtofl Methods ana Materials s
!• Have 6 general review of the semester’s vsork*
2. 01 ve a earned ter oral test (e*g*f a story or a poem#)
3# 01 ve a written semester test*
Prerequisitea: Seventh grade speech course, and first semester
of ei$ith grade speech course*
Unit VII s PlfiOuaslonQg
Ssts. ask
1. To train the pupil to focus M s  Ideas on the 
particular subject under discussion*
2* To teach the pupil not only to participate in a 
formal discussion but also to act as a leader*
3* To encourage the pupil to respect the opinion of 
others*
4. To train the pupil to be able to express himself 
on the spur of the moment*
6* To encourage the use of good speech throughout 
the discussion*
read the story together"*^
Unit VI t- Rgjriss Testa
SECOND SEMESTER* 8 8PEK0H COURSE
Gl&dya Borchara, Reading Chapter 8
106
Alio* 0«i|# J.wUQr Usmch Art*. Chapter 25.
Celest* V. Dodd and Hugh Seabury, Our Speech. Chaptar 10.
David Powers and Suzanne Martin, lour .feseoh. VII,
82-89*
t,lpe Limits Three we eke*
%&&&&%*£ MSk M
1* The teacher may begin the unit in an indirect manner*
For instance, she raay begin the ol&s* period, by con­
duct Ing an informal discussion on **Plans for an All- 
Soho© 1-Flay^-Gas t-Partyw • When the plans have been 
made and the discussion completed the teacher and 
class may talk about Pis cup sions. — how they should be 
conducted, duties of chairmen, etc* The following 
items may be considered:
a* The leader should be well informed about hie 
subject matter*
b. The leader should stats the subject of the 
discussion at the beginning*
c. The leader should direct the discussion sc 
that no individual monopolizes the time? be 
should see to it tM t every member of the class 
has the opportunity to express his views*
Additional suggestions may bn found In Bor chare, bi-Vlmt 
Speech. Chapter 8; Craig, Junior Snagofr M M t  Chapter 
26} Dodd and iieabury, <&£ faaooh. Chapter 10; and 
Power* and Martin, ^our Sweeoh. 82—89.
2. Let each pupil nrcaids over « dlaousslon. Suggestion* 
for topics say be found In Craig, foMSg .a. m a &  iiESfi.
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359-360; Dodd end Seabury, Oy£ Speech. 386, 366; and 
Borohers, Ml i S E  2m8S&> 219-820.
3. Let each pupil prepare and give a speech to provoke
1* To show the pupil hov: to preside at a meeting*
2. To develop efficiency in conducting a meeting*
3. To train the pupil to think ele&rly in speech
4. To encourage zh& pupil to imk® accurate but prompt 
decisions vhen presiding or participating In a 
business meeting.
5. To train the pupil to speak impromptu but in an
Gladys Borchere, Living JaSSSli* Chapter 6.
Alice Craig, JunlQi! Speech Artn. Chanter 87.
Celeste V. Bodd an;l Hugh Seabury, p.ur Speech. Chapter 14. 
David Powers and Susanna Martin, j£2H£ Soeeoh. VXXX,
26-31.
Charles Henry './oolbort, Gladys Borehers, and Andre* t. 
Weaver, He* Better .Snftqcn (Horoourt, Brace and
asgiment on s e e  phase of school life, 64 and after­
wards answer the questions that aflee.
Unit Bight: Parliamentary
Speech Almas
situations.m
0®effective manner.
80 . „ 
8* To develop nelf«oonfirience# ease and poise in
speech situations.
Referenceg (for the teacher) i
See page 31.
See pages 23-27 
See page© 23-27
Company, 1937), Chap tax* a.
himl^i Two weeks.
-gM&feg.tad MslboAa M  M_a_^jplale?
1. The teacher may suggest that the pupils decide by 
vote whether or not they would like to have student 
chairmen during the semester. (Duties or the chairman 
may be to call the class meeting to order each day, 
check the roll, make announcements, and Introduce any 
guests*
2. If the pupils decide by vote that they wish to elect 
a chairman, then the teacher may give a f e w  rule© of 
parliamentary procedure to help them In organising* 
fhen, following the election, a discussion may be held 
regarding rules of parliamentary procedure. Sugges­
tions may be found In the reference® listed at the 
beginning of this unit.
3* The class may prepare dramatisations exemplifying
correct rules of parliamentary procedure. Dr. Gladys 
Borchere, associate professor of speech at the Univer­
sity of Wisconsin and head of the department of speech 
at the Wisconsin High School, reported such & project 
in her graduate class in Teaching &£, -gps&Qh at the 
University of Wisconsin in Hay, 1931* She explained 
that nine lessons in parliamentary procedure In the 
form of radio dramatisations .were broadcast over WHA 
by her freshman speech class• The following materials 
(which was included in her fir at dramatisation) may 
be worked oat as a skit by the eighth grade speech
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pupllss
«• need for training in parliamentary pro­
cedure.
1). How to organise a group.
«• How to partioipate ae a meaner*
d. How to serve as president, secretary, committee 
member.
e. The baal© principlen of orderliness, fair­
ness, and efficiency.
f . Nominating and electing officers, using two 
methods of voting.
g. Appointing committees*
h. Obtaining the floor.
t
1. Making, putting, and discussing a motion.
J. How to correct an error in parliamentary 
procedure.
4* The pupil may be allowed to have free lance drill®*
After a chairman has been elected, member® of the class 
may proceed to make any motion they desire, provided 
it is logical and reasonable.
Unit Nines Review m &
Time Limits One week.
Unit Teni KMteUkft .gBiftUM?7
Speech Alma;
1. To develop the pupil'a ability to think logically.
2. To show the pupil ways and a.ana to gather ideas 
67See pages 23-27; 30.
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and collect material.
3. To develop th© pupil*$ ability to organic© and 
outline hi© material, and present it effectively 
before an audience.
4* To develop the pupil1® self^confidence.
3. To show the pupil ijt® must talk with hie audience 
in order to hold their attention.
Gladys Borchers, JktoM S u m k #  Chapter 5.
Alice Craig, Junior 3n©eoh Arts. Chapters 11, 12, 13, 
14, 28.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Seabury, Opr Speech*
Chapters 9, 11, and 12.
David Powers and ftuz&nn* Martin, foup Soeepfe, VXI, 
pages 107-1X2 and 134*137} VXIX, 08-112.
Time Limit: Twelve weeks.
a*gg?.s%*&
1. Discuss three types of speech preparation,—  &xtem- 
poraneoue, impromptu, and memorised.
2. Aek the pupil to give a speech of announcement. In 
helping him to organise hie epee oh, these items may 
be considered;
a. Name of event.
b. Xope&tance of the event,
o. Pate
d. Time
e. Place
fm Names of principal participant®.
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g. Price of tickets.
h. Where tickets m y  he purchased.
It Where tickets may* fee reserved.
Additional suggestions for the class discussion regard** 
ing announcements may he found In Powers and Martin# 
j|B£§ah* 107-111 j Craig# Junior Speech Arts. 416- 
417; Borchei a, Mvlnsr Speech. 1'87~1£0»
Announcements may he made regarding such event® ass
a. A basketball game.^ ®
b. A baseball game.
600. An all-school play.
d. A tea for the mothers of the speech pupils*
e. A school operetta.
f. Publication of the school paper, 
g* Annual speech department banquet.
6. Have the pupil give a talk to give information per?* 
talning to some of his personal experiences,— whore
he 1m s  been, what he has seen, what he has done, what
70he has read, etc. The following general topics may 
suggest possible subjects:
Adventure Bports
Current bvents Scouting
Travel Viar
Outdoor activities Inventions 
Famous Men or Women Mechanics 
Movies
See page 30.
§®8*e page SI.
'w0ee pages 28-31.
In discussing possibly saltations of subjects wife the 
speech class, the following items m y  b# considered:
a. Is thr subject worthwhile?
b. A® I able to apeak with authority?
e. Will the subject tee Interesting?
&• Will the subject be appropriate?
0m Am I sure the subject will not antagonise ■« 
ay audience? 
tm Is ay subject narrow enough? 
gm Do I have a definite clear-cut purpose?*^ 
Valuable helps and ideas for the information speech 
may be found in such current magazines^ as:
a. Header*s digest «• Boy1® Uf»
be Tim© h. Child* e Life
c. News4 Week i. Good Housekeeping
4. African Boy 4. Ladies Home Journal
e. American 01rl k. American Magaslne
f. Popular Mechanics 1. Vital Speeches
4. divide the class in groups of two. Ash o m  member 
of the group to glre a speech of welcome, and the 
other pupil to present a speech of response. Sugges­
tions may be found in Powers and Martin, four .gpseoh. 
VII, pages 134-137.
3. Ash the pupil to prepare a speech of introduction 
which he might use on a special program, e.g., a club
4
meeting, a church prog#aa, a achool assembly, etc.
^Donald Hayworth, Public Speaking (Mew York* Ronald Preea 
Company, 1956), 23-29.
“ Sm  page 31.
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Before he presents his speech to the mlmm, have him 
state the type of audience to which he is supposed to 
be speaking.
8. Have the speech chairman distribute pieces of paper
on each of which Is written an Item of school Interest* 
Each pupil in turn will give an impromptu talk upon 
the topic he draws* Such subjects as the following 
may be used:
a* Class elections 4* School H&dlo Program®
b* Care of school e* School honors,
property
e. Our Oramatio Club f * Our new swimming pool
7. Have the pupil give a talk using a chart or map.
8. Have each pupil discuss his hobby or favorite sport.^
9m Plan an banquet program with toastmaster and speakers*
10* Plan a program of .speeches around a central them*
let the chairman of the speech class act as chairman 
of the meetings* Ask him to open the program by a 
brief spec oh of welcome, following which he introduces 
each speaker* After the speeches have him lead the 
class discussion on the talks that have been given*
Powers and Martin, in their book* Your Speech* suggest, 
such theme a as:
a. "Imagine you have a class club. Graduation
is nearing and the members realise they must' 
begin to think of their future vocations.
One of the members suggests a pro .pram of talks 
by prominent business and professional m®n 
on the relative merits of various fields of 
endeavor, the type of tawiihlhg needed for 
success, and the opportunities open to young
Z?See pages 30 and 37*
men and wo nor* in theee fields. Let each 
student speaker select the field In which he 
if? dost interested and prepare a three minute 
talk impersonating one of these men. Use 
fictitious names. Hake the meeting very 
realistic...
b. "Plan a program to illustrate .the five purposes 
of public speaking. Have each student take 
the same topic likes Youth Must Be Bervad.
Have the first speaker gdve the talk to inform} 
the second to impress; the third, to move to 
action; the fourth to convincej the fifth to 
entertain...
9
e. "Imagine that a nationwide contest has been 
held for the best ten talks on What X1 A Do
M  I  ikfl A i&Mlan M U h rs.7^ ¥heten speakers
or the day are tiie winners# They are giving 
their speeches at a specie! gathering. Add 
to the flavor of the occasion by having the 
chairman confer the or 1 see upon ^he@ at the 
end.
d. "Plan a program. • .Women Make the News, The
boys can make up the achievements of present* 
day men and the girls those of the women.
Each student can give a short talk on a great 
man or woman of the present day.*™
11. Have model demonstrations of a club meeting (e.g.,
Travel Club, liobby Club, Clrl Reserves, Boy Scouts,
Stamp Club, Dramatic Club, Book Club). Arrange for
announcements to be i&ade, speakers to be introduced,
Vdofficers nominated and elected, ate.
12. Ask each pupil to present a radio announcement. Have 
the pupil present it from behind a screen or over a 
public nddreue system.
13. Have the pupil present a sales talk. Xn explaining 
the assignment, e class discussion, pertaining to the 
attributes of a good salesman may be held. Th®
t m
following point* ®ay be considered*
Honesty,
b. Glean aindednesa. 
e. Knowledge #
-'<U Beatness.
*. Alertness, 
tto pupil «ay be allowed to bring to class the article 
which he wlehce to sell. Suggested topics for tales 
talks m&f Include the followings
a. Buy season tickets to the basketball.gans#*-
b. Attend the dramatic dub* a program of plays*
e. Buy tickets for all the all-sohTOl—pla^
d. Bell a certain number of articles so you can 
sin a prise.
e. Buy tickets for the annual student council 
rfesnquet.
f. Bate coffee wrappers so the speech class 
may redes® the®, and use the money for 
charity projects.
unit si«v»ns sazlaat m &  M s & t  
n®e L^siti One week.
8ugg«8Bii Methods and Materials*
1, Hair, a |M«na rawlew of the •omoetor’ s, work.
2. (M.YO & eemestar oral test, (e.g., an extemporaneous 
speech. )
2. 01ve a written semester test.
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Chapter VI
COURSE or SPEECH FOR THE RIRTH CBAUE1
iUStl&gHla&felft* Seventh and, eighth grade speech courses.
Cejisral Speech &%mi To develop efficient speech shills through
the realms of acting and play production.
pPA£kt%& Ssmm& AXm&i
1. To aid the pupil in making the adjustment to the
opposite sexg (trough class plays, all-school- 
plays, ski to, dialogues, etc.)
2. To train the pupil In memorising and reasoning.
3. To develop H habits of originality, Initiative,
self-expression, neatness, cooperation,3 and 
team work4 ^ through presentation of plays.
4. To give training In the mechanics of dramatisa­
tion, I.e., building of scenery, setting up 
stage scenery, lighting a stage, make-up, etc.
6. “To Imbue the pupils with such Ideals of the drama
as will lead them, later, to demand a high stand­
ard of theatrical production.4*^
6. To famliarize the pupil with the work of the best
playwrights.
*Thls ninth grade speech course is to be elective for ninth 
grade pupils, who have satisfactorily completed the seventh and 
eighth grade speech courses. There will be five class meeting® 
per week throughout the year. Ho text book will be used. There 
will be approximately thirty-five pupils in each section of the 
nlnth0grade speech course.
^See page 39.
3See page 38.
*Touton and struthera. Junior HI aft Bohnol PTOpMmSU 336.
®Tlndal and M,era, Junior High School Life. >01.
u s
FIRST SEMESTER 
Unit Ones Portrayal
©neeeh Alma:
1. To aid the pupil in developing habit a of original­
ity and initiative in speech situations.®
2• To aid the pupil in developing poise.®
3. To discover the pupil1 s talents.
4. To train the pupil to interpret and characterise 
life situations.
References (tor the teacher):
Gladys Borohere, Living Speech. Chapter 10.
Alice Craig, Junior ©neeeh Arts. Chapter 21.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Seabury, Pug Speech. Chapter 1©* 
Tine Limit; Six weeks. 
suggeet.A Mothodg j M  ^ tetfa^g8
1. Have a class discussion regarding method® of studying' 
characters. The following items may be considered*
a. * The age of the character.
b. The temperament of the character.
(1) Nationality
(2) Religion
c. The environment in which the character lives.
d. The relationships between the character and
others in the play.
(1) Each is treated differently.
(2) Social rank makea a difference in 
attitude toward others.
®See pages 23-27.
1X7
e. The education of the character. (Culture means 
doing the right thing easily* therefore* one 
who is educated and cultured would not act
as does one who is not.)
f. The language the character habitually uses*
g. Any mannerisms that the character may hanr©.^
2. Ash the pupil to select a ohrr&ctar from a play* study
his character!sties* and present a three^minute 
character portrayal of the person. (Suggestions for 
suitable plays may be found In the following lists
a. h&Ug Plays:3
daass Barrie* ffe^er Pap-
dames Barrie* A Kiss fop .Glgide.rell^
Bouts Beach* Ss. Ssasa S m s  
Muriel Brow, Ivanhoe (story by sir Walter 
. Scott)
Prances H. Burnett* Jte k W S l A  T A m & M ,
George Cohan, Seven Keys j£ iiftMPfifo 
Catherine C. Cushing, Pollyanne (Story by 
E. Porter)
Barry Conners, The Patsy 
A. L. Orlnaine and B. A. KcFadden, Man
withoat a  Cjmafla
E. E. Eggleston, Th© Hooaler SeM&mflftBX 
Alice Oerstenbwg, Alice in Wonderland 
Percy Maekaye, KlnfoUt g£ Robin H^od
Dodd and Scabury, Our Sneeoh. 488-460.
See pages 30 and 31.
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Alice Duer Miller, J&g. Sjggg, Jfcg, Cabbage
isMh
Alice Duel* Miller and Robert.Milton, The 
Giiaria School
A. A. Milne, Sfcg, Xvs££ jftgg
Oliver M. Frio®* L& O&14 tafia®
Ell®n ^empklne Held* fftlllonalpe 
Hew, Hale
Will lam Shakespeare, A Midsummer Blahfe 
Sream
Frank Shay, Jgg. C£E£&
Austin, Btrong, TQ?m3mr of 
Booth ^arkington, ^larene®
Booth Tarklngton, ffenroft 
Booth Tarkington, JgXtEMgB 
Jean Weheter, £&My Long L e m  
Jessie B. White, Bias WfclJfi jy& J&a J2XSS 
Dwarfs
b. short Plays:9
Herbert Bates, King* a jga&tjfr
Warren Beck, Imagination
Bible, story &£ l&SMg
Margaret Bland, Pink and : atojiea
Anna Hempstead Branch, Tg, Duet Returning
Harold Brighouse, 3 M  Prinoe w^ g. £&t A  1&2SE
Colin Clemente, Harlequin
Colin Clements, 'lou (three short scenes)
See pages 30 and 31.
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Franools Coppe, X M  Balia BsME- St £Effl33aft 
Charles Plekena, A Christmas Sssal 
Ollphant Down., The Meltf of r^aajai*
Rachel Field, SaEgagflB iS SsSlSX 
Elisabeth Cale, Jgj ttitfJM .2aS& & M9.M 
K* s. Ck>odaan, Duftt of %h® Hoad
H. K. H&rthlay am" C. M. Power, fflp
j&e.
R. E. H&rthley and C. M. Rower, Wee u'liile 
winkle
Alfred Kreyaborg, Lga, B^ga,
Constance D'Aroy Mnckay, Beniamin Franklin 
Constance D'Aroy Maokay, 'The Boston fe,a Party 
Constance D’Arey Maokay, gftMSI g&aSfi»
Patriot
Constance B'Arcy Maokay, A little Pllgrla^s 
Progress
Constance D'Aroy Maokay, Thg. J&U&& St 1 M  
Heart
Peroy Maokaye, Cworae Waffhlng&tn. &£ -SiS.
Delaware
Percy Maokaye, Young Washington j& 1*5349$
ISXP8&
E .  McFadden, Why the Chimes Rang
A .  A .  Milne, ghe Boy Comea Home 
Vail Motter, J M  Birthday £f M &
Harry A. Overstreet, Hearts. Jja JJiM 
Margaret Parsons, fJhe Elfin FnlgM St 
Hallowe'en
ISO
Olive u. Price, LjL£&e Lo<& Breeden 
Alice D. Riley, Minutea ^  J&£ Clock 
w. Graham Robertson, Slippers of Cinderella 
Louise Saunders, jgJia King and the Coaaoner 
Louise Saunders, TJa, Kqavc o£ Hgarta 
Edvard St&adt, Cabbage^
Booth Tarklngton, The Ghost Story 
Booth Tarklngton, Station n  Y i  
Booth Tarklngton, The Trysting Place 
Stuart Walker, 2 s s M  ISMSL &  5 m m  
Jtaaea P. Weber, 2 M  Znd a£ £m. £fi*BSag 
Rerclval Wilde, The Toy 3hop
c. Books and Catalogues of Plays
H. a. Brown, Short .aUkft from Pickens 
H*l*n L. Cohen, A.t&fta&S 2$S& 3& ~i&M& 
Helen L. Cohen, OQe Agt Pleza &  MsMSZk 
Authors
Ina T. Firkins, Ag Index to Full Le g^tfy
g . a . Goidstone, OjaaAcijaaza
Aeola Hyatt, An Index to OMMEftJi!-g Flaks 
Constance P'Arey Maokay, Patriotic. Plays 
and Pageants for Same People,
Montrose 1. looses, Another treasury of glare
Montrose J. Moses, Ring Up the Curtain
10ThA author found these books and catalogues of plays
helpful for her pupils in speech classes at the Roosevelt 
Junior High School, Oklahoma city, Oklahoma, 1931-19RS.
Montrose d. Moses, of Pl^ys f&$
Children
Jaiaec P. Weber anti W. fenfron, Shor-t PIaye
^9£ i&tfllftg £ M  junior i|2jB& J>£h££i 
Jamee P. v/wber and W #. Hanson, Bhort Plays
3. Have a class discussion ■ regarding methods of memoris­
ing. Suggestions caay be found in Craig, Junlpr .ffneeqh 
&3ll» page 304.
4. Divide the class in groups of two or three and have 
them present a scene from a play or story. Suggestions 
for stories and plays may be found on pages 74-76
and 117-120 of this dissertation.
5. Ash the pupil to present a character!nation of a well* 
known a c t o r , (one who Is either In the movies or
on the professional stage).
6. Ask the puoil to present an original monologue. Arrange 
for the character to express contrasting emotions,
suoh as Joy and sorrow.
7. Have the pupil present a character portrayal of a
1 9famous perron In history. c'
8. Divide the class in groups of two or three and have 
them present dialogue from stories. Suggestions for 
stories to be used m y  be found on pages 74-76 of this 
dissertation.
9. Divide the class In groups of two or three and have
iiDee pages 28—29.
"Bee page 29.
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them p w w n t  original skits shoving different emotions
10. Ask each pupil to present a memorised sroftolog^ s •
Unit Twos Electing & Play
,8ai«ft &i m *
!• To develop the putjII* r, taster regarding good 
literature for the stage.
2. To encourage the pupil's creative efforts2*^  in 
writing plays.
References {for the teacher} i
Gladys Borehers, bivlnsr Speech. 265-266.
Alice Craig, Junior Bpeeeh Aj»ts. Chapter 22.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Se&bury, Pup Speech. 515-516* 
Time Ll&lt: Two we^ks,
SugReated Methods? apd Materials;
1. Have a class discussion regarding plays and movies 
which Junior high school pupils like to patronise.
2* Agk the pupil to read aloud an exciting scene 4^ frost 
a play. Encourage him to make his play-reading so 
interesting that other members of the class will want 
to read the play too.
3. Head plays aloud in class having different pupil© take 
part. Suggestion for play© may be found on page©
of this diesortr tion. Additional suggestions may be 
found in Dodd and Oeabury* Our Speech* 516-516.
4. Ask the pupil to write a humorous skit. Arrange for 
one or two of the best skits to be presented at 
assembly or before a meeting of the dramatic club.
13&ee page 31.
14See peg© 30.
x m
Unit Three: Mtlng
Sassi&Meai$
l. To develop the pttpil1  ^speech skillet through the 
realm of acting,
S. To train tho pupil in habits of memorisation,
3, To develop habits of cooperation and teamwork.^®
4* To aid the pupil in making adjustment to the 
opposite sex,^® 
fiefereneeg (for the teacher);
Gladys Borohers, living Breach. Chapters 10 and XI,
Alice Craig, Junior Speech Apts. Chapters 21 and 22 m 
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Banbury, Opr Speech,
Chapter 15.
fiygMJMfl Mteife M &  iy:MrX&&*'
1. Agk each pupil to tell a story and have other class
members dr&iaatiae some of the most dramatic scenes,
P, Have each pupil present a p&ntomXne, (This assignment
will be a review. However, the emphasis of this activity 
should be placed on the dramatic value of the complete 
pantomine, i.e., the building up to a climax, holding 
the character, etc.)
3, Divide the class in groups of two or three and let 
the pupils pantoralne scenes from plays.
4, Hold a class discussion regarding stage positions, 
stage directions, and stage terms.
5, Divide the class In groups of two or three. Have each 
1R. ASee page 38,
"Bee page 39.
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group present one scene (either in pan to mine or Simple 
dialogue) showing rules regarding stage positions* 
stage crosses* facing* etc.
6. Ask each pupil to select one scene from a play and
block the action*— stage positions* crosses* entrance®, 
exits, etc.
?• * Arrange groups upon the stag© In such a manner that
the stage Is properly balanced* and no one Is covered* 
Suggestions for groupings 
A coronation 
A girl*s dormitory 
Around a c&ispflre 
Government officials about a table 
A ladle®1 club meeting*
8. Divide the class in groups of two, and have each group 
present one scene showing the use of correct entrances 
and exits* Suggestions may be found In Dodd and Seabury,
Our Speech* 514-515.
9. Ask the pupil to give two examples of correct stag® 
manners.10 Suggestions may be found in Craig, Jualftg 
rpeech Arts, pages 296 and 314.
10. Ask each pupIX to show to the class audience tthow a 
character, by  special stage business, m a y  indicate, 
in some furtive manner the presence of places, objects* 
or persons concealed at that point in the plot from 
the other characters, ass
J^Do&d and Seabury, Our ffipeeoh* 514.
i83ee page 39.
i m
a hidden panel 
a secret passage way 
a concealed weapon 
& protected enemy.
11. Divide the class into groups of two and have each 
group present a short dialogue from a well-known play. 
Suggestions for materials may be found in this disser­
tation, pages 117-120.
12. Let each pupil take a part in a play for class work.
V
Ask him to read the play, study it, outline his stage 
business, rehearse the role aloud (at home) then com© 
to class prepared to read with the group.
13. Divide the class in groups of two or three. Ask each
group to memorize and present a short scene from a
pl&y*
Unit Four; Bevies and ^ests 
Time Limits One 1 *eek.
Suggested Methods sM 8
1. Have a general review of the semester1s work.
2. Give a semester16 oral test, (e.g., character portrayal,
memorised monologue, dialogue, etc.5•
3. Give a written semester ‘teat.
PE CO HD Si^KB^EE 
Unit Five; Pre sent at ion &£ fret Plays 
flae Limits Four weeks.
19Cralpr, Junior speech ££&, 31 S.
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References (for the teacher):
Oladyo Borohere, Living 3p.»oh. Chapter 11.
Alloe Craig. jfttfttog JttSaSk Arts. Chapter 23.
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Seabury, Qqr Efoeech.
Chapter 15.
gaggftfi.tfi.fl Mftthofle ana Material a:
1. Divide the class into groups of threea, fours, or 
fives. Let them read various one act plays (suggested 
on pages 117-120 of this dissertation) and select one 
they would like to give. Then, during the subsequent 
class periods, allow them to rehearse their play and 
prepare it for presentation.
It m y  be announced that the two groups present­
ing the best plays will be permitted to give them at 
a student assembly in the near future.
2. Additional suggestions for this unit may be found in 
Borohere, Living Speech. 244-277.
Unit s±x% stamoraft
gpeaoh Alaa:
1. To develop further the pupil's habits of coopera-
POtion and teamwork. *
2m To give training In the meoh&nlce of dramatisa­
tion, i.e., building of scenery, setting up of 
Ptage scenery, lighting a stage, make-u p , etc.
3. To develop the pupil's whabits of originality, 
initiative, self-expression, neatness,•..through 
S0See pages 30 and 38.
presentation of plays.
(for the teacher); 
aladys Borchers, Mvlng A a umh. .Charter IX*
Celeste V. Dodd and Hugh Beabury, Our Bueech* Chapter lb* 
time Limits Seven weeks.
ftHwww MmoM w& MkmAr*
1* Hold a class discussion regarding qualifications and
duties of a production staff. Suggestions may be found 
in Dodd and Seabury, Our Speech. 481-484*
2. Ask each pupil to read a one act play, block the action,
and outline the duties of each member of the produc­
tion staff.
3* Take the class to a theater to see a well-equipped
stage. Explain the various parte of the stage and its
equipment*
4* Have a class discussion of stage terminology. This
may be followed by a spell down of stage terms.
5. Direct the class in the building of a miniature model
stage. Then divide the class in groups of twos or
threes, and have them build stage settings*
6. Have a class discussion of stag© lighting. Then, aid
the pUT>il in arranging small lights for the miniature
stage*
7. Let the pupil have an "open house1*. At this occasion,
let the pupil who has constructed the best stage set#,
demonstrate them on the model ^tage.
a Teuton and Struthers, Junior High 3o?;qq1 Procedure. 386.
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S. Am a class problem-project, lets the pupils prepare 
the scenery for the play they are to give in the next 
unit. E&©h pupil may be asked to submit plane for the 
stage setting and lighting* class, with
the help of their teacher, may decide which set they 
will construct for their play.
9. Have a class demonstration of make-up (ingenue and 
Juvenile.) Divide the class in groups of two® and 
let them experiment. The pupils who show the m e t  
skill may be allowed to assist with the make-up for 
the next play. Suggestions for make-up m y  be found 
ins
John Baird, Hake~Uo (Hew lorks Samuel French, 
1930}.
Helena Chalmers, The Art of Make-Up (New lork:
B. Appleton and Company, 1923J.
Richard Corson, E & S r M  (H-ew forks F. S. Crofts, 
Company, 1942)•
Unit Seven: Presentation of & rull-?,<ength glay
Bneecft Aims To coordinate the activities of the year8 m work. 
Tims Limit: Six weeks.
Suggested Methods and f^et.eri&l&g
1. Hold else* try-outs, and, as far_ as possible, select 
two pupils for each part, bet them alternate from 
time to time in rehear ding, so that each will realize 
he is entirely responsible for knowing the Dart. In 
order to motivate the entire group, plan to have two
performances of the play* thus enabling every pupil 
to have an opportunity to appear in a major play on 
the stage*
g. Suggestions fbr full-length plays to be used m y  be
found in this dissertation* pages 117, 118, and 120.
Unit Eight: RgZlsasMiSfiSfi
time Limits One week.
Suggested Methods and Materials:
1. Have a general review of the seme star* a work.
2. Give a semester1® oral test.
3. Give a aeaester* s written test.
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